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Applicant's case under S127  and S138 Planning Act 2008 and  

Status of Negotiations with Statutory Undertakers – 14 April 2021 

At Deadline 5, the Applicant provided a progress report on the status of negotiations with each of the Statutory Undertakers listed in the Book of Reference, in 
response to EXQ2 Written Question CA.2.2 - "Provide a progress report on negotiations with each of the Statutory Undertakers listed in the Book of Reference 
(BoR) [APP-057] and an indication of whether these negotiations will be completed before the close of the Examination…" (see document reference 9.33 
ExA.WQ2R.D5.V1/REP5-029).  

At the second Compulsory Acquisition Hearing, the ExA asked for Bristol Port and the Environment Agency to be added to the below Progress Report and for an 
update of this Report to be submitted at Deadline 6. The Applicant has also included Network Rail. 

Table 1 below is a summary of the up-to-date position with the Statutory Undertakers as at Deadline 7.    

The Applicant has included additional information regarding S127 being engaged and the Applicant's position on the application of S127 and S138 of the 2008 
Act, including where, in Schedule 16 of the Deadline 7 draft DCO the relevant protection for undertakers may be found.  

 

Additional comments are made in the 3 appendices following the table, in relation to: 

- Exolum Pipelines Limited (Schedule 1),  

- National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC (Schedule 2), and  

- Bristol Port Company (Schedule 3).  
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The Applicant 
anticipates that this will 
be completed before the 
end of the examination. 

Exolum Pipeline 
System Ltd (formerly 
CLH Pipeline System 
Ltd)  

Fuel pipeline Yes   

S127 applies 

Discussions have taken 
place but have 
concentrated on a  
private agreement. 

A draft agreement has 
been reviewed by 
Exolum's legal 
representatives and 
comments returned. 
These comments have 
been considered by the 
Applicant in consultation 
with Network Rail. 
Further responses were 
provided to Exolum.   

Protective provisions for 
the benefit of Exolum 
have been included in 
the dDCO.  See Part 6 of 
schedule 16 of the draft 
Order.  

Schedule 16 part 6 para 
74 and 75 apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

Yes Yes Post end of the 
examination 

None 
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The Applicant believes 
the protective provision 
deal with all of the 
points made by Exolum 
for there to be no 
serious detriment to 
Exolum's undertaking.  
See Schedule 1. 

Negotiations are 
ongoing.   

  

GTC Pipelines 
Limited 

Gas No 

 

S127 not 
engaged 

The impact on GTC 
Pipelines apparatus is 
minimal and any works 
in close proximity will be 
dealt with via the New 
Roads and Street Works 
Act (1991) C3 (budget 
estimate) and C4 
(detailed estimate) 
process prior to 
construction starting. 
Standard Protective 
Provisions for Gas 
Undertakers are 
included at Schedule 16, 
Part 2 of the draft DCO 
(document reference 
3.1).    

No No N/A N/A 
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Schedule 16 part 2 para 
26 and 27 apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 

National Grid 
Electricity 
Transmission PLC 

Electricity 
Transmission 

Yes A Statement of Common 
Ground is largely agreed 
but not yet signed. 

A draft agreement has 
been circulated. 

NGET has proposed the 
inclusion of its own form 
of protective provisions. 
The Applicant does not 
believe the provisions 
proposed by NGET are  
proportionate.  The 
Applicant has included 
its own form of 
Protective Provisions in 
the deadline 7 draft 
Order. NGET and the 
Applicant aim to discuss 
the draft protective 
provisions before the 
close of the 
examination. 

Schedule 16 part 8 para  
97 and 98  apply to 

No Yes Post end of the 
examination 

None 
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relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

See further details in 
Schedule 2.    

Openreach (British 
Telecommunications)
PLC 

Telecommunications No  

S127 not 
engaged 

 

A Statement of Common 
Ground is agreed and 
signed.  However it 
needs to be corrected in 
one paragraph.   
Openreach will rely on 
the standard Protection 
for Operators of 
Electronic 
Communications Code 
Networks included in 
Schedule 16, part 3 of 
the draft DCO 
(document reference 
3.1).  Schedule 16 part 3 
para 34 applies to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 

No No N/A N/A 

Wales and West 
Utilities Limited 

Gas No  

S127 not 
engaged 

No Statement of 
Common Ground in 
circulation, however 
detailed discussions 
have taken place but 

Yes No April 2021 None 
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 have concentrated on 
protective provisions. 

Wales and West Utilities 
has provided the 
Applicant with bespoke 
protective provisions.  
The Applicant has 
reviewed these in 
consultation with 
Network Rail. 

The Applicant has 
included an amended 
version of the Protective 
Provisions in the 
deadline 7 draft DCO.  
See Part 9 of Schedule 
16. 

Schedule 16 part 9 para  
115  and 116 apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 

Wessex Water 
Limited 

Sewerage No  S127 not 
engaged 

A Statement of Common 
Ground has been agreed 
between the parties.  

Draft Heads of Terms 
have been issued for the 
acquisition of Wessex 

No yes After the close 
of the 
examination 

None 
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Water land. These are 
being reviewed by 
Wessex Water. 

Schedule 16 part 2 para 
26 and 27 apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 

Western Power 
Distribution PLC 

Electricity 
Distribution 

Yes 

 

 

A draft Statement of 
Common Ground has 
been issued to WPD but 
is not yet agreed.   
 
The Applicant and 
Network Rail are seeking 
further discussions with 
WPD and its legal 
representatives to 
progress the issues 
raised by WPD in its 
written submissions to 
the examination.   
 
Protective provisions are 
included in the dDCO 
but these, and a side 
agreement are still  
being negotiated 
between the parties. 
 

Yes Yes After the close 
of the 
examination 

None 
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The Applicant has 
included its preferred 
version of the protective 
provisions – see Part 7 of 
Schedule 16 of the draft 
Order.   
 
The only issue not 
agreed for the 
protective provisions 
relates to how existing 
agreements for existing 
crossings over Network 
Rail's operational railway 
are dealt with.  It is the 
Applicant's and Network 
Rail's position that 
where existing 
agreements manage the 
relationship between 
WPD and Network Rail 
those agreements 
should enure.  
 
Schedule 16 part 7 paras 
83 and 84 apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 
Vodafone Limited Telecommunications No 

 

The impact on Vodafone 
apparatus is minimal 
and any works in close 
proximity will be dealt 

No No N/A N/A 
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S127 not 
engaged 

with via the New Roads 
and Street Works Act 
(1991) C3 (budget 
estimate) and C4 
(detailed estimate) 
process prior to 
construction starting. 
Vodafone will rely on the 
standard Protection for 
Operators of Electronic 
Communications Code 
Networks included in 
Schedule 16, Part 3 of 
the draft DCO 
(document reference 
3.1). 

Schedule 16 part 3 para 
34 applies to relevant 
rights and relevant 
apparatus for the 
Purposes of S138 of the 
2008 Act. 

 

Virgin Media Limited Telecommunications No 

 

S127 not 
engaged 

The impact on Virgin 
Media apparatus is 
minimal and any works 
in close proximity will be 
dealt with via the New 
Roads and Street Works 
Act (1991) C3 (budget 
estimate) and C4 
(detailed estimate) 
process prior to 

No No N/A N/A 
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construction starting. 
Virgin Media will rely on 
the standard Protection 
for Operators of 
Electronic 
Communications Code 
Networks included in 
Schedule 16, Part 3 of 
the draft DCO 
(document reference 
3.1). 

Schedule 16 part 3 para 
34 applies to relevant 
rights and relevant 
apparatus for the 
Purposes of S138 of the 
2008 Act. 

 

Bristol Port Company 
(BPC) 

Transport Yes  

S127 Applies. 

The Applicant has 
included protective 
provisions for the 
benefit of the Bristol 
Port Company. BPC will 
propose its own 
protective provisions but 
these are not accepted 
by the Applicant.   

The parties have 
however worked 
together to reach as 

Yes Yes April 2021 None 
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much commonality as 
possible.    

 See part 5 of Schedule 
16 to the Draft Order for 
the Applicant's preferred 
protective provisions. 

The Applicant provides 
further detail of progress 
at Schedule 3. 

The parties have 
engaged in negotiations 
for an agreement 
between the Applicant, 
Network Rail and the 
Port in relation to the 
use of Port land for the 
Scheme.  It is hoped 
these will continue after 
the close of the 
examination.  

The Applicant's response 
to the ExA's Rule 17 
request at response 1 to 
the questions raised by 
the ExA in relation to 
BPC, summarises the 
Applicant's position on 
the outstanding points 
between the parties and 
why the Applicant does 
not believe serious 
detriment arises in 
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relation to the 
outstanding issues. 

Schedule 16 part 5 paras 
51 and 67  apply to 
relevant rights and 
relevant apparatus for 
the Purposes of S138 of 
the 2008 Act. 

 

 

Environment Agency Environment   yes The Applicant has 
included protective 
provisions in the 
deadline 7 draft DCO for 
the benefit of the 
Environment Agency. 
These are now agreed 
with the Environment 
Agency.   See Part 4 of 
schedule 16 of the draft 
Order. 

A SoCG is to be finalised 
before the end of the 
examination. 

Yes No  April 2021 None 

Network Rail 
Infrastructure 
Limited 

Transport No  SoCG to be submitted at 
Deadline 7.  

Protective provisions for 
the protection of 
Network Rail have been 

Yes No Agreed None 
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Appendices: 

Schedule 1: Detailed comments on Exolum Pipeline Systems Limited  

Schedule 2: Detailed comments on National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC 

Schedule 3: Detailed comments on Bristol Port Company 

 

included in the draft 
DCO at Schedule 16, Part 
1 (document reference: 
3.1). 

Schedule 16 part 1  para 
4 applies to relevant 
rights and relevant 
apparatus for the 
Purposes of S138 of the 
2008 Act. 
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Schedule 1: Detailed comments on Exolum Pipeline System Limited 
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The Portishead Branch line (MetroWest Phase 1) Order 
 

Exolum Ltd (formerly CLH Pipeline System (CLH-PLS) Ltd): 
Applicant's position regarding S127 Planning Act 2008 and Schedule 16 of draft DCO 

 

1. Introduction  

In this note the following definitions are used: 

• Applicant -   North Somerset District Council as applicant for  MetroWest Order 
• MetroWest Order  - The  proposed Portishead Branch line (MetroWest Phase 1) Order 
• EL- Exolum Ltd  

Application documents referred to are documents submitted for the application for the MetroWest Order unless otherwise indicated. 

2.  Applicant's position regarding the proposed interaction with EL:  

2.1 The Applicant provides comments on EL's Written Representation dated 12 October 2020, together with a discussion of the Protective Provisions it 
has included in the Deadline 7 draft Order, in Table 1 to be found at Section 4 of this document. 

2.2 Appendix 1 of this document shows a clean version of the Protective Provisions the Applicant has included in the Deadline 7 draft Order. 

2.3 The Applicant has analysed the entries in the Applicant's Book of Reference and provided an extract of this detailing where EL has an interest 
scheduled in the Book of Reference at Appendix 2 of this document.   

3.  Applicant's position on S127 of Planning Act 2008 

The Applicant included Protective Provisions for the specific benefit of EL.  EL's  Written Representation dated 12 October 2020 raised additional points not in 
the submitted dDCO Schedule 16, part 6.  The Applicant had hoped to deal with the additional items by agreement but the agreement, whilst progressing, is 
not concluded.  Accordingly at deadline 7 the Applicant seeks to include additional protections for the benefit of EL.  The Deadline 7 dDCO at schedule 16, part 
6 reflects this. 

4.  Comments on  EL's Protective Provisions and Written Representation dated 12 October 2020 
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4.1  The Applicant is content to include its own version protective provisions protecting EL in Schedule 16 to the Order.  These are considered by the 
Applicant  to provide sufficient protection on all matters contained in EL's Written Representation dated 12 October 2020.   

4.2 A clean copy of the protective provisions so changed is also provided at Appendix 2.  The version in Appendix 2 is now also included in Schedule 16 
to the deadline 7 version of the dDCO. 

 

Table 1:  Applicant's comments on EL's Written Representation (WR) and protective provisions: 

 
Requirement of CLH in WR dated 12 October 2020 Is this in the PPs (Part 6 of Schedule 16)?

To prevent the Promoter from acquiring or frustrating 

CLH's rights in respect of its apparatus or any of its 

rights in land unless by agreement with CLH; 

In part.

Para 74 restricts the undertaker from acquiring any apparatus without EL consent but this does 

not extend to EL land.   (Note that no land held freehold by EL is within Order Limits). The freehold 

acquisition land within Order limits in which EL holds an interest and on which works will be 

constructed is already owned by the Applicant. 

The freehold land to be acquired compulsorily in plots 03/30, 03/32, 03/33 is sought for ecological 

mitigation purposes only. 
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Paragraph 75 deals with the undertaker acquiring any interest in land in which the apparatus is 

required but it does not require the consent of EL.  

To restrict the Promoter's ability to obstruct access to 

the apparatus or otherwise interfere with CLH's ability 

to carry out its functions as an oil pipeline operator; 

Yes - Para 75(2) makes clear where the undertaker acquires any interest in land in which the 

apparatus sits, any right of CLH to maintain the apparatus must not be extinguished until 

alternative apparatus has been constructed  and is in operation to the reasonable satisfaction of 

CLH.  

Should the Promoter require removal of CLH's 

apparatus, to afford CLH sufficient notice, sufficient 

details of the proposed new position of the apparatus 

and the rights to construct suitable alternative 

apparatus; 

In part. Para 70(2) deals with the undertaker requiring removal of apparatus. The undertaker is to 

provide EL with written notice of the requirement, together with a plan and section of the work 

proposed.  

If EL needs any new rights in land as a result of moving apparatus, EL is to use its reasonable 

endeavours to obtain the necessary facilities and rights in the land – there is no obligation on the 

undertaker to do this.  

No relocation of EL apparatus is proposed. 
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To ensure CLH is provided with sufficient notice and 

detail to assess any works that the Promoter intends to 

carry out within 15m of any part of CLH's apparatus, for 

example to determine whether protective works or 

monitoring of adjoining activities or works are 

necessary; 

Paragraph 76(1), which states that not less than 28 days before starting any works the undertaker 

is to submit a plan, section and description of the works to be executed.  

And then at Schedule 16, paragraph 76(2) in drafting that seeks to closely meet EL's request.   

CLH does not have any rights to approve the works, but can propose reasonable requirements, 

which must be received by the undertaker within 28 days from the date CLH receives the plan, 

section and description from the undertaker.  

where considered necessary by CLH or the Promoter, to 

ensure tests are undertaken to determine any 

interference to cathodic protection; 

Yes, at Schedule 16, paragraph 76(8). 

To ensure that the Promoter secures any land which is 

required to accommodate any alternative apparatus 

required in the event that a diversion to the existing 

pipelines is required as a result of the Promotor's 

scheme 

Yes – see paragraph 75(3) – undertaker is to secure the necessary facilities and rights in land in 

which the alternative apparatus is to be constructed.  
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To indemnify CLH against all losses, damage, liability, 

costs and expenses incurred as a result of the 

Promoter's works, including CLH's costs of stopping and 

restoring 

supply through its apparatus, and to ensure CLH 

remains neutral in cashflow; 

No. This is a matter for negotiation and inclusion in a separate agreement.

To include a covenant on the part of Network Rail to 

comply with the obligations of any protective provisions 

agreement, as successor to the Promotor. 

No. The existing relationship between the parties (where Exolum has a pipe under NSC's land - 

which will be transferred to Network Rail) need not be improved upon. The Parties are however 

negotiating an agreement that could cover this point. 

To require the Promoter to enter into a works 

agreement, to govern the roles and responsibilities of 

the parties, for example in the event of complex or 

technical works to the apparatus or alternative, where 

reasonably required by CLH; and 

No. The Parties are however negotiating an agreement that would cover this point appropriately. 
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To ensure the Promoter suspends works on the Scheme 

on receipt of notice from CLH in the event of an 

emergency, including at the behest of Her Majesty's 

Government, the Secretary of State, any other 

government, a domestic government agency or an 

international agency. 

No. As the Applicant and Network Rail are both public authorities this is unnecessary.
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Appendix 1:  

Clean copy of  protective provisions for the benefit of  EL included in the Deadline 7 Draft Development Consent Order 
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Protection for Exolum Pipeline System Ltd 
72. The provisions of this Part have effect for the protection of the Exolum undertaker referred to in this Part unless otherwise agreed in writing between the 

undertaker and the Exolum undertaker. 

73. In this Part— 
“alternative apparatus” means alternative apparatus adequate to enable the Exolum undertaker to fulfil its statutory functions in a manner not less efficient than 
previously; 
“apparatus” means the pipeline, or any part of it, belonging to or maintained by the Exolum undertaker, which is within the Order limits, and includes any structure in 
which that apparatus is or is to be lodged or which gives or will give access to apparatus; 
“functions” includes powers and duties; 
“in” in a context referring to apparatus or alternative apparatus in land includes a reference to apparatus or alternative apparatus under, over or upon land; and 
“Exolum undertaker” means Exolum Pipeline System Ltd (registered company number 09497223) or any successor in title to the Exolum undertaker in respect of the 
apparatus. 

74. Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the land plan, the undertaker must not acquire any apparatus otherwise than by agreement. 

75.—(1) If, in the exercise of the powers conferred by this Order, the undertaker acquires any interest in any land in which the apparatus is placed, that apparatus 
must not be removed under this Part and any right of the Exolum undertaker to maintain that apparatus in that land must not be extinguished until alternative 
apparatus has been constructed and is in operation to the reasonable satisfaction of the Exolum undertaker. 

(2) If, for the purpose of executing any works in, on or under any land purchased, held, appropriated or used under this Order, the undertaker requires the removal 
of any apparatus placed in that land, it must give to the Exolum undertaker written notice of that requirement, together with a plan and section of the work proposed. 

(3) If alternative apparatus or any part of such apparatus is to be constructed as a consequence of the removal of apparatus placed in the land referred to in sub-
paragraph (2), the Exolum undertaker, must on receipt of a written notice to that effect from the undertaker, as soon as reasonably possible use its best endeavours 
to obtain the necessary facilities and rights in other land in which the alternative apparatus is to be constructed. 

(4) The Exolum undertaker must, after the alternative apparatus to be provided or constructed has been agreed or settled by arbitration in accordance with article 
Error! Reference source not found. (arbitration), and after the grant to the Exolum undertaker of any such facilities and rights as are referred to in sub-paragraph 
(3), proceed without unnecessary delay to construct and bring into operation the alternative apparatus and subsequently to remove any apparatus required by the 
undertaker to be removed under the provisions of this Part. 

(5) Regardless of anything in sub-paragraph (4), if the undertaker gives notice in writing to the Exolum undertaker that it desires itself to execute any work, or 
part of any work in connection with the construction or removal of apparatus, that work, instead of being executed by the Exolum undertaker, must be executed by 
the undertaker without unnecessary delay under the superintendence, if given, and to the reasonable satisfaction of the Exolum undertaker. 

(6) Nothing in sub-paragraph (5) authorises the undertaker to execute the placing, installation, bedding, packing, removal, connection or disconnection of any 
apparatus, or execute any filling around the apparatus (where the apparatus is laid in a trench) within 300 millimetres of the apparatus. 
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76.—(1) Not less than 28 days before starting the execution of any works of the type referred to in paragraph 75(2) that are near to, or will or may affect, any 
apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the undertaker under that sub-paragraph, the undertaker must submit to the Exolum undertaker a plan, 
section and description of the works to be executed. 

(2) Those works must be executed only in accordance with the plan, section and description submitted under sub-paragraph (1) and in accordance with such 
reasonable requirements as may be made in accordance with sub-paragraph (3) by the Exolum undertaker for the alteration or otherwise for the protection of the 
apparatus, or for securing access to it, and the Exolum undertaker is entitled to watch and inspect the execution of those works. 

(3) In relation to works which will or may be situated on, over, under or within 15 metres measured in any direction of the apparatus or (wherever situated) will 
impose any load directly upon the apparatus or involve embankment works within 15 metres of the apparatus, the information to be submitted to the Exolum 
undertaker under sub-paragraph 76(1) shall be submitted not less than 35 days before the works are started and shall include a method statement describing: 

(a)     the exact position of the works; 

(b)    the level at which the works are to be constructed or renewed; 

(c)     the manner of their construction or renewal; 

(d)    the position of the apparatus; and 

(e)     by way of detailed drawings, every alteration proposed to be made to the apparatus 

to permit the Exolum undertaker to assess whether any protective works or monitoring of adjoining activities or works are necessary, acting reasonably. 

(4) Any requirements made by the Exolum undertaker under sub-paragraph (2) must be made within a period of 28 days beginning with the date on which a plan, 
section and description under sub-paragraph (1) are submitted to it. 

(5) If the Exolum undertaker in accordance with sub-paragraph (4) and in consequence of the works proposed by the undertaker, reasonably requires the removal 
of any apparatus and gives written notice to the undertaker of that requirement, paragraph 7575 applies as if the removal of the apparatus had been required by 
the undertaker under sub-paragraph (2) of that paragraph. 

(6) Nothing in this paragraph precludes the undertaker from submitting at any time or from time to time, but in no case less than 28 days before commencing the 
execution of any works, a new plan, section and description instead of the plan, section and description previously submitted, and having done so the provisions 
of this paragraph apply to and in respect of the new plan, section and description. 

(7) The undertaker is not required to comply with sub-paragraph (1) in a case of emergency but in that case it must give to the Exolum undertaker notice as soon 
as is reasonably practicable and a plan, section and description of the works referred to in sub-paragraph (1) as soon as reasonably practicable subsequently and 
must comply with sub-paragraph (2) and sub-paragraph (3) in so far as is reasonably practicable in the circumstances. 

(8) Where, in the reasonable opinion of the Exolum undertaker or the undertaker, anything done in the exercise of the powers conferred by this Order might 
interfere with the cathodic protection forming part of apparatus or any apparatus might interfere with the proposed or existing cathodic protection forming part of 
the undertaker's works, the Exolum undertaker and the undertaker must co-operate in carrying out any tests which they consider reasonably necessary for 
ascertaining the nature and extent of such interference, and measures reasonably necessary for providing or preserving such cathodic protection. 
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77.—(1) Subject to the following provisions of this paragraph, the undertaker must repay to the Exolum undertaker the proper and reasonable expenses 
reasonably incurred by the Exolum undertaker in, or in connection with, the inspection, removal, alteration or protection of any apparatus. 

(2) The value of any apparatus removed under the provisions of this Part of the Schedule is to be deducted from any sum payable under paragraph 77(1), that 
value being calculated after removal. 

78.—(1) If in accordance with the provisions of this Part— 
(a) apparatus of better type, of greater capacity or of greater dimensions is placed in substitution for existing apparatus of worse type, of smaller capacity or 

of smaller dimensions; or 
(b) apparatus (whether existing apparatus or apparatus substituted for existing apparatus) is placed at a depth greater than the depth at which the existing 

apparatus was, and the placing of apparatus of that type or capacity or of those dimensions or the placing of apparatus at that depth, as the case may be, 
is not agreed by the undertaker or, in default of agreement, is not determined by arbitration in accordance with article Error! Reference source not found. 
(arbitration) to be necessary, then, if such placing involves cost in the construction of works under this Part exceeding that which would have been involved 
if the apparatus placed had been of the existing type, capacity or dimensions, or at the existing depth, as the case may be, the amount which apart from 
this sub-paragraph would be payable to the Exolum undertaker by virtue of paragraph 77(1) is to be reduced by the amount of that excess. 

(2) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (1), the extension of the apparatus to a length greater than the length of the existing apparatus is not to be treated as a 
placing of apparatus of greater dimensions than those of the existing apparatus. 

(3) An amount which apart from this sub-paragraph would be payable to the Exolum undertaker in respect of works by virtue of paragraph 77(1) must, if the works 
include the placing of apparatus provided in substitution for apparatus placed more than 7 years and 6 months earlier so as to confer on the Exolum undertaker 
any financial benefit by deferment of the time for renewal of the apparatus in the ordinary course, be reduced by the amount which represents that benefit. 

 Nothing in this Part of this Schedule affects the provisions of any enactment or agreement regulating the relations between the undertaker or Network Rail 
and the Exolum undertaker in respect of any apparatus laid or erected in land belonging to the undertaker or Network Rail on the date on which this Order is 

made. 
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Schedule 2: Detailed comments on National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC 
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The Portishead Branch line (MetroWest Phase 1) Order 
 

National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC: 
Applicant's position regarding S127 Planning Act 2008 and Schedule 16 of draft DCO 

Document No:  
 

1. Introduction  

In this note the following definitions are used: 

• Applicant -   North Somerset District Council as applicant for  MetroWest Order 
• HPCC Order - the National Grid (Hinkley Point C Connection Project) Order 2016 as amended 
• MetroWest Order  - The  proposed Portishead Branch line (MetroWest Phase 1) Order 
• NGET - National Grid Electricity Transmission PLC 
• NRIL – Network Rail Infrastructure Limited 
• WPD - Western Power Distribution Limited (South West) Plc 

Application documents referred to are documents submitted for the application for the MetroWest Order unless otherwise indicated. 

2.  Applicant's position regarding the proposed interaction with NGET:  

2.1 The Applicant accepts that specific protective provisions for NGETs interest regarding the HPCC Order would be appropriate.  

2.2 The Applicant provides comments on NGET's Protective Provisions, together with its own discussions of the Protective Provisions it has included in 
the Deadline 7 draft Order, in Table 1 to be found at Section 4 of this document. 

2.3 To assist the Panel the Applicant has also provided at Appendix 3 comments on NGET's Deadline 6 submissions, which now reflect the Applicant's 
position on including Protective Provisions specific for NGET. 

2.4 Appendix 3 of this document is a detailed commentary on NGET's Deadline 6 submission. 

2.5 At the ExA's request, the Applicant has analysed the entries in the Applicant's Book of Reference to consider where NGET has an interest scheduled 
in the Book of Reference.  The Applicant's commentary on the nature of these interests are included in the following paragraphs. 
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Land Plan Sheet 1 interests 

2.6 The Applicant has scheduled NGET as the holder of an interest in a number of plots in Sheet 1 of the Land Plans and referenced the potential 
interest in the relevant plots in the Applicant's Book of Reference. 

2.7 The Applicant believes the scheduled interests on sheet 1 of the land plans are historic and relate to the previous use of the area around 
Portishead Dock for the Portishead A and Portishead B power stations which are no longer in existence.  The Applicant has not sought to remove 
the scheduling of NGET as successor in title to the Central Electricity Generating Board but anticipates that no operational land or interest or 
apparatus of NGET survives within the areas shown on Sheet 1 of the Land Plan. 

Land Plan Sheet 2 Interests 

2.8 On Sheet 2 of the Land Plan is the area around the highway of Sheepway where: 

(a) WPD's existing overhead s132kV distribution network cables will be dismantled; 

(b) NGET's HPCC 400kV transmission cables will be erected over the MetroWest Order land; and 

(c) a new 132kV distribution network cable for WPD will be installed to the east of the highway of Sheepway, through Shipway Gate Farm. 

2.9 NGET is on site carrying out the WPD cable installation works.  Temporary notices have been served on HPCC Order land including land held by the 
Applicant. 

2.10 The Sheet 2 interests further break down as follows: 

(a) NGET has secured an option to require land held by Mr Crossman, the owner of Shipway Gate Farm; and 

(b) the Applicant holds the freehold of the Portishead Branch Line.  Temporary notices have been served by NGET on the Applicant.  The Applicant 
requires the freehold of its land, and the closure of surface rights over the accommodation crossing at Shipway Gate Farm (Plot No. 02/125) over 
which NGET has indicated in the Land Plans and Book of Reference for the HPCC Order that a surface right of access is required. 

2.11 HPCC in its Order has also been provided with the power to secure new rights to install its apparatus (and WPD's apparatus) over the Applicant's 
Order lands comprising 02/225 and 02/70 respectively.  The Applicant is keen that surface level access rights are not exercised by NGET or WPD.  
The Applicant believes that the existence of highway of Sheepway and the connections north and south of the crossing of the highway of Sheepway 
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over the railway provides sufficient access for NGET. 

2.12 North of the Applicant's land forming the Portishead Branch Line is a further area of Shipway Gate Farm and the Portbury Wharf Ecology Park.  The 
Applicant seeks a small area of freehold land from the freehold owner (Ideal Developments Limited) Plot 02/105 for a small permanent maintenance 
compound for the benefit of Network Rail at Shipway. 

2.13 Both NGET and the Applicant  seek powers over the area to the north of the railway.  The Applicant's temporary powers relate principally to 
ecological mitigation works – relocating species found on the disused railway, as well as providing a temporary path over part of Plot 02/37 to 
provide a temporary connection for those seeking to access the Portbury Wharf Ecology Park from Sheepway. 

2.14 The Applicant believes that none of the Applicant's powers sought in relation to temporary haul roads nor ecological mitigation should impede on 
NGET's activities.  The parties have worked on a draft Statement of Common Ground to this effect, which is not yet signed. 

2.15 In relation to Shipway Gate Farm, the Applicant has sought powers over Plot 02/55 to provide a new access for the owners of Shipway Gate Farm to 
replace the accommodation crossing to be closed at 02/125.   

2.16 To facilitate access for NGET and WPD, the Applicant has included Plot 02/121 as a permanent right of access for the two utilities.  The Applicant will 
also provide new rights if it secures the freehold of Plot 02/55.  It is  hoped that agreement with the owners of Shipway Gate Farm can be reached in 
relation to both Plot 02/55 and 02/121 avoiding the need for compulsory powers. 

Historic HPCC route alignment interests 

2.17 The Applicant believes that a number of plots ono Sheets 3 and 4 of the Applicant's Land Plan are subject to options for the benefit of NGET that 
relate to an alternative route for the HPCC transmission cables that was not granted development consent.  The Applicant believes that these 
interests are no longer sought by NGET and therefore Section 127 would not apply.  If the Applicant is wrong, the Protective Provisions would 
provide the necessary protections for NGET. 

Royal Portbury Dock  related interests 

2.18 The Applicant is aware that HPCC will cross Royal Portbury Dock to the north of the Applicant's Order lands.  NGET has registered the benefit of 
an option over the majority of the Royal Portbury Dock Estate and as a result its interest features in a number of the Applicant's Book of 
Reference plots on Sheets 4 and 5 of the Land Plans.  The Applicant believes however there is only one direct interaction, for land that falls 
outside of the HPCC Order but is within the Applicant's Order land.  This is the area that has become known as the "Marsh Lane Track" which is 
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the access owned by Bristol Port Company and forming part of a public bridleway, as well as National Cycle Network Route 26, and leads north-
east from Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano to a location under the M5 Avonmouth Bridge. 

2.19 It is understood that NGET has secured rights for the purposes of its Order to use the Marsh Lane Access Track over the plots that principally 
comprise Plots 05/112, 05/105 and 05/107 of the Applicant's Land Plans. This access route, together with the temporary lands adjacent to it, are 
proposed to be used by the Applicant for access to its Lodway and M5 Avonmouth Bridge compounds, together with a permanent right of access 
for Network Rail to carry out servicing of its railway following construction of the authorised development. 

2.20 The Applicant can confirm that it will exercise such powers as it secures over the Marsh Lane Access Track so as to permit the use of the access 
track by NGET for the purposes by NGET and the parties have commenced discussions as to how shared access will be arranged.  Failing 
agreement, NGET will have the benefit of the Applicant's proposed Protective Provisions. 

 

3.  Applicant's position on S127 of Planning Act 2008 

The Applicant now accepts that for at least some of the  interests of NGET scheduled in the Book of reference, comprising the land at Shipway Gate Farm S127 
of the 2008 Act is engaged.  The Applicant accepts that Protective Provisions should therefore be included and would ordinarily submit that the Protective 
Provisions in part 2 of Schedule 16 would be appropriate.  However given the circumstances of the HPCCC Order the Applicant is content to include mutually 
beneficial Protective Provisions in the draft DCO and has now included these in the Deadline 7 draft Order. 

4.  Comments on  NGET's Protective Provisions 

4.1  The comments below are provided at the request of the Examining Authority.  

4.2   The Applicant is content to include its own version protective provisions provided by NGET in Schedule 16 to the Order, subject to the changes 
shown in the version provided at Appendix 1.   

4.3 A clean copy of the protective provisions so changed is also provided at Appendix 2.  The version in Appendix 2 is now also included in Schedule 16 
to the deadline 7 version of the dDCO. 

Table 1:  Applicant's comments on BPC's draft protective provisions: 
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Appendix 1:  

Applicant's mark-up of the NGET's proposed protective provisions
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FOR THE MUTUAL PROTECTION OF NATIONAL GRID  AS ELECTRICITY AND THE RAILWAY UNDERTAKER 
 

(6) Preliminary 
(7)  
(8) Application 

1. For the protection of National Grid and the railway undertaker referred to in this Part of this Schedule the following provisions will, unless otherwise agreed in 
writing between the railway undertaker and National Grid, have effect. 

 
(9) Interpretation 

2. In this Part of this Schedule— 
“1991 Act” means the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991; 

“acceptable credit provider” means a bank or financial institution with a credit rating that is not lower than: (i) “A ” if the rating is assigned by Standard & Poor’s 
Ratings Group or Fitch Ratings; and “A3” if the rating is assigned by Moody’s Investors Services Inc.; 
“acceptable insurance” means a third party liability insurance effected and maintained by the undertaker with a limit of indemnity of not less than £25,000,000.00 
(twenty five million pounds) per occurrence or series of occurrences arising out of one event. Such insurance shall be maintained for the construction period of the 
authorised works which constitute specified works and arranged with an internationally recognised insurer of repute operating in the London and worldwide insurance 
market underwriters whose security/credit rating meets the same requirements as an “acceptable credit provider”,  such policy shall include (but without limitation): 

(a) “2016 Order” means the National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc;(Hinkley Point C Connection Project) Order 2016 as amended; 
(b) a cross liabilities clause; and 
(c) contractors’ pollution liability for third party property damage and third party bodily damage arising from a pollution/contamination event with cover of 
£10,000,000.00 (ten million pounds) per event or £20,000,000.00 (twenty million pounds) in aggregate;  
“acceptable security” means either: 
(a) a parent company guarantee from a parent company in favour of National Grid to cover the undertaker’s liability to National Grid to a cap of not less than 
£10,000,000.00 (ten million pounds) per asset per event up to a total liability cap of £25,000,000.00 (twenty five million pounds) (in a form reasonably satisfactory to 
National Grid and where required by National Grid, accompanied with a legal opinion confirming the due capacity and authorisation of the parent company to enter into 
and be bound by the terms of such guarantee); or 
(b) a bank bond or letter of credit from an acceptable credit provider in favour of National Grid to cover the undertaker’s liability to National Grid for an amount of not 
less than £10,000,000.00 (ten million pounds) per asset per event up to a total liability cap of £25,000,000.00 (twenty five million pounds) (in a form reasonably 
satisfactory to National Grid); 

“alternative apparatus” means appropriate alternative apparatus to the satisfaction of National Grid to enable it to fulfil its statutory functions in a manner no less 
efficient than previously; 
“apparatus” means electric lines or electrical plant as defined in the Electricity Act 1989, belonging to or maintained by National Grid, together with any replacement 
apparatus and such other apparatus constructed that becomes operational apparatus of National Grid for the purposes of transmission, distribution and/or supply 
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and includes any structure in which apparatus is or will be lodged or which gives or will give access to apparatus; 
“authorised works” has the same meaning as is given to the term "authorised development” in article 2 of this Order and includes any associated development 
authorised by the Order and for the purposes of this Part of this Schedule includes the use and maintenance of the authorised works and construction of any works 
authorised by this Schedule; 
“commence” has the same meaning as in article 2 of this Order and commencement shall be construed to have the same meaning; 

“deed of consent” means a deed of consent, crossing agreement, deed of variation or new deed of grant agreed between the parties acting reasonably in order to vary 
and/or replace existing easements, agreements, enactments and other such interests so as to secure land rights and interests as are necessary to carry out, maintain, operate 
and use the apparatus in a manner consistent with the terms of this Part of this Schedule; 

“existing apparatus” means apparatus which is sited in, over, or under land on 19 April 2021 and belonging to or maintained by National Grid on that date “existing 
electricity tower” shall be construed accordingly; 
“functions” includes powers and duties; 
“ground mitigation scheme” means a scheme approved by the railway undertaker (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) setting out the 
necessary measures (if any) for a ground subsidence event; 
“ground monitoring scheme” means a scheme for monitoring ground subsidence which sets out the apparatus which is to be subject to such monitoring, the extent 
of land to be monitored, the manner in which ground levels are to be monitored, the timescales of any monitoring activities and the extent of ground subsidence 
which, if exceeded, shall require the railway undertaker to submit for National Grid’s approval a ground mitigation scheme; 
“ground subsidence event” means any ground subsidence identified by the monitoring activities set out in the ground monitoring scheme that has exceeded the level 
described in the ground monitoring scheme as requiring a ground mitigation scheme; 
“in” in a context referring to apparatus or alternative apparatus in land includes a reference to apparatus or alternative apparatus under, over, across, along or upon 
such land; 
“maintain” and “maintenance” shall include the ability and right to do any of the following in relation to any apparatus or alternative apparatus of National Grid 
including construct, use, repair, alter, inspect, renew or remove the apparatus; 
“National Grid” means National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (registered company number 2366977); 
 “plan” or “plans” include all designs, drawings, specifications, method statements, soil reports, programmes, calculations, risk assessments and other documents 
that are reasonably necessary properly and sufficiently to describe and assess the works to be executed; 
“parent company” means a parent company of the railway undertaker acceptable to and which shall have been approved by National Grid acting reasonably; 
 
“railway property” means – 

(a) any  railway belonging to the railway undertaker; 
(b) any stations, land, works, apparatus and equipment belonging to the railway undertaker and connected with any such railway; and  
(c) any easement or other property interest held or used by the railway undertaker for the purposes of such railway or works, apparatus or equipment; 
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““railway  undertaker” means the undertaker as defined in article 2 of this Order and, in relation to property owned by Network Rail, Network Rail; 
 

“National Grid” means National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (registered company number 2366977);  
"specified works" means any of the authorised works  “the relevant authorised development” means so much of any of the authorised development or 
activities undertaken in association with the authorised works which:(a) development as will or may be situated under, over, or within 15 metres measured 
in any direction of any apparatus proposed to be constructed or installed by National Grid under the powers of the 2016 Order; 

“the relevant 2016 Order development” means so much of any of the development authorised under the 2016 Order as will or may be situated under, over 
or within 15 metres of, or which may in any way adversely affect, railway property; 

 
"[specified railway works]" means any of the authorised works or activities undertaken in association with the authorised works which: 
(a) will or may be situated over, or within 15 metres measured in any direction of any existing apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the railway 
undertaker under paragraph 10(2) or otherwise; and/or 
(b) may in any way adversely affect any existing apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 6(210(2) or 
otherwise; and/or. 

(b) may in any way adversely affect any apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the undertaker under paragraph 6(2) or otherwise. 
 

3.Except for paragraphs 4 (apparatus 7(apparatus of National Grid in stopped up streets), 8 (retained 11(retained apparatus), 9 (expenses12(expenses) and 10 13 
(indemnity) of this Schedule which will apply in respect of the exercise of all or any powers under the Order affecting the rights and apparatus of the railway undertaker, 
the other provisions of this Schedule do not apply to apparatus in respect of which the relations between the railway undertaker and National Grid are regulated by the 
provisions of Part 3 of the 1991 Act. 

4.The provisions of the 2016 Order take effect subject to the provisions of this Part. 
5.The provisions of Part 2 of this Schedule do not apply in relation to National Grid or any apparatus of National Grid. 
 

Duty to co-operate 
6.(1) The railway undertaker and National Grid will co-operate and work together to secure that the works proposed to be carried out by National Grid under 

the powers of the 2016 Order  and the authorised works to be carried out by the railway undertaker under this Order will so far as reasonably possible be 
programmed, and  arrangements for the carrying out of those works will be made, so as, so far as reasonably possible, to avoid undue delay or any conflict 
arising between the carrying out of those proposed works and the implementation of the authorised development. 

(2) Any consent, agreement or approval by National Grid or the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule must not be unreasonably withheld or 
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delayed. 
 

 
Provisions for the protection of National Grid 

 
(10) Apparatus of National Grid in stopped up streets 

7.4. 4.—(1) Without prejudice to the generality of any other protection afforded to National Grid elsewhere in the Order, where any street is stopped up under 
article 14 (permanent stopping up of streets), if National Grid has any apparatus in the street or accessed via that street National Grid will be entitled to the same rights 
in respect of such apparatus as it enjoyed immediately before the stopping up and the railway undertaker will grant to National Grid, or will procure the granting to 
the National Grid of, legal easements reasonably satisfactory to it in respect of such apparatus and access to it prior to the stopping up of any such street or highway. 

(2) (1)Notwithstanding the temporary stopping up or diversion of any highway under the powers of article 15 (temporary stopping up of streets and public rights of 
way), National Grid will be at liberty at all times to take all necessary access across any such stopped up highway and/or to execute and do all such works and things in, 
upon or under any such highway as may be reasonably necessary or  desirable to enable it to maintain any apparatus which at the time of the stopping up or diversion 
was in that highway. 

 
(11) Acquisition of land 

8. 5.(1) Regardless of any provision in this Order or anything shown on the land plans or contained in the book of reference to the Order, the railway undertaker may 
not acquire or extinguish any land interest or apparatus or override any easement and/or other interest of National Grid, including any rights contained in The National 
Grid (Hinkley Point C Connection Project) the 2016 Order 2016, otherwise than by agreement. 

(2) As a condition of agreement between the parties in paragraph 5(1), prior to the carrying out of any part of the authorised works (or in such other timeframe as 
may be agreed between National Grid and the undertaker) that are subject to the requirements of this Part of this Schedule that will cause any conflict with or breach 
the terms of any easement and/or other legal or land interest of National Grid and/or affects the provisions of any enactment or agreement regulating the relations 
between National Grid and the undertaker in respect of any apparatus laid or erected in land belonging to or secured by the undertaker, the undertaker must as National 
Grid reasonably requires enter into such deeds of consent upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed between National Grid and the undertaker acting 
reasonably and which must be no less favourable on the whole to National Grid unless otherwise agreed by National Grid, and it will be the responsibility of the 
undertaker to procure and/or secure the consent and entering into of such deeds and variations by all other third parties with an interest in the land at that time who are 
affected by such authorised works.  

(2) (3)The railway undertaker and National Grid agree that where there is any inconsistency or duplication between the provisions set out in this Part of this Schedule 
relating to the relocation and/or removal of existing apparatus (including but not limited to the payment of costs and expenses relating to such relocation and/or 
removal of apparatus) and the provisions of any existing easement, rights, agreements and licences granted, used, enjoyed or exercised by National Grid and/or other 
enactments relied upon by National Grid as of right or other use in relation to the apparatus, then the provisions in this Schedule shall prevail. 
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(3) (4)  Any agreement or consent granted by National Grid under paragraph 8 11 or any other paragraph of this Part of this Schedule, shall not be taken to constitute 
agreement under sub paragraph 5(1paragraph 8(1). 

(12) Provisions relating to existing apparatus 
(13) Removal of existing apparatus 

9. 6. 6.—(1) If, in the exercise of the agreement reached in accordance with paragraph 5 8 or in any other authorised manner, the railway undertaker acquires any 
interest in any land in which any apparatus is placed or requires that National Grid’s existing apparatus is relocated or diverted, that apparatus must not be removed 
under this Part of this Schedule and any right of National Grid to maintain that existing apparatus in that land must not be extinguished, until alternative apparatus 
has been constructed, and is in operation to the reasonable satisfaction of National Grid in accordance with sub paragraph sub-paragraphs (2) to (5) inclusive. 
 

(2) (1)If, for the purpose of executing any works in, on, under or over any land purchased, held, appropriated or used under this Order, the railway undertaker requires 
the removal of any existing apparatus placed in that land, it must give to National Grid 56 days’ advance written notice of that requirement, together with a plan of the 
work proposed, and of the proposed position of the alternative apparatus to be  provided or constructed and in that case (or if in consequence of the exercise of any of the 
powers conferred by this Order National Grid reasonably needs to remove any of its apparatus) the railway undertaker must, subject to sub-paragraph (3), afford to National 
Grid to its satisfaction (taking into account paragraph 7(110(1) below) the necessary facilities and rights for the construction of alternative apparatus in other land of or 
land secured by the railway undertaker and subsequently for the maintenance of that apparatus. 

(3) (2)If alternative apparatus or any part of such apparatus is to be constructed elsewhere than in other land of or land secured by the railway undertaker, or the railway 
undertaker is unable to afford such facilities and rights as are mentioned in sub-paragraph (2), in the land in which the alternative apparatus or part of such apparatus is 
to be constructed, National Grid must, as soon as is reasonably possible and on receipt of a written notice to that effect from the railway undertaker, take such steps as 
are reasonable in the circumstances in an endeavour to obtain the necessary facilities and rights in the land in which the alternative apparatus is to be constructed save 
that this obligation shall not extend to the requirement for National Grid to use its compulsory purchase powers to this end unless it elects to so do. 

(4) (3)Any alternative apparatus to be constructed in land of or land secured by the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule must be constructed in such 
manner and in such line or situation as may be agreed between National Grid and the railway undertaker or in default of agreement settled by arbitration in accordance 
with article 56 (arbitration). 

(5) (4)National Grid must, after the alternative apparatus to be provided or constructed has been agreed or settled by arbitration in accordance with article 56, and subject 
to the grant to National Grid of any such facilities and rights as are referred to in sub-paragraph (2) or (3), proceed without unnecessary delay to construct and bring into 
operation the alternative apparatus and subsequently to remove any apparatus required by the railway undertaker to be removed under the provisions of this Part of this 
Schedule. 

 
(14) Facilities and rights for alternative apparatus 

10. 7. 7.—(1) Where, in accordance with the provisions paragraph  9 of this Part of this Schedule, the railway undertaker affords to or secures for National 
Grid facilities and rights in land for the construction, use, maintenance and protection of alternative apparatus in substitution for apparatus to be removed, those 
facilities and rights must be granted upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed between the railway undertaker and National Grid and must be no less favourable 
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on the whole to National Grid than the facilities and rights enjoyed by it in respect of the apparatus to be removed unless otherwise agreed by National Grid. 
(1)(2) If the facilities and rights to be afforded by the railway undertaker and agreed with National Grid under paragraph 7(110(1) above in respect of any alternative 

apparatus, and the terms and conditions subject to which those facilities and rights are to be granted, are less favourable on the whole to National Grid than the facilities 
and rights enjoyed by it in respect of the apparatus to be removed and the terms and conditions to which those facilities and rights are subject, the matter will be referred 
to arbitration in accordance with paragraph 14 article 56 (Arbitrationarbitration) of this Part of this Schedule and the arbitrator shall make such provision for the payment 
of compensation by the railway undertaker to National Grid as appears to the arbitrator to be reasonable having regard to all the circumstances of the particular case. 

(15)  
(16) Retained existing apparatus 

11. 8. 8.—(1) Not less than 56 days before the commencement of any specified railway works that are near to, or will or may affect, any existing apparatus 
the removal of which has not been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 6(29(2) or otherwise, the railway undertaker must submit to National Grid a 
plan of the works to be executed and seek from National Grid details of the underground extent of their electricity tower foundations. 

(2) (1)[In relation to specified railway works which will or may be situated on, over, under or within (i) 15 metres measured in any direction 
of any existing apparatus, or (ii) involve embankment works within 15 metres of any existing apparatus, ] the plan to be submitted to National 
Grid under sub-paragraph (1) must include a method statement and describe— 

(a) the exact position of the works; 
(b) the level at which these are proposed to be constructed or renewed; 
(c) the manner of their construction or renewal including details of excavation, positioning of plant; 
(d) the position of all existing apparatus as provided by National Grid under sub-paragraph (1); 
(e) by way of detailed drawings, every alteration proposed to be made to or close to any such apparatus; 
(f) any intended maintenance regimes; and 
(g) an assessment of risks of rise of earth issues. 

(3) (2)In relation to any works which will or may be situated on, over, under or within 10 metres of any part of the foundations of an existing electricity tower or 
between any two or more existing electricity towers, the plan to be submitted under sub-paragraph (1) must, in addition to the matters set out in sub sub- paragraph 
(2), include a method statement describing;  - 

(a) details of any cable trench design including route, dimensions, clearance to pylon foundations; 
(b) demonstration that pylon foundations will not be affected prior to, during and post construction; 
(c) details of load bearing capacities of trenches; 
(d) details of cable installation methodology including access arrangements, jointing bays and backfill methodology; 
(e) a written management plan for high voltage hazard during construction and ongoing maintenance of the cable route; 
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(f) written details of the operations and maintenance regime for the cable, including frequency and method of access; 
(g) assessment of earth rise potential if reasonably required by National Grid's engineers; and 
(h) evidence that trench bearing capacity is to be designed to 26 tonnes to take the weight of overhead line construction traffic. 

(4) (3)The railway undertaker must not commence any works to which sub-paragraphs (2) or (3) apply until National Grid has given written approval of the plan so 
submitted .or they have been settled by arbitration under article 56 (arbitration). 

(5) (4)Any approval of National Grid required under sub-paragraphs (2) or (3)— 
(a) may be given subject to reasonable conditions for any purpose mentioned in sub-paragraphs(6) or (8); and, 

(6) or (8); and 
(b)(b) must not be unreasonably withheld. 

(17) (5)In relation to any work to which sub-paragraphs (2) or (3) apply, National Grid may require such modifications to be made to the plans as may be reasonably 
necessary for the purpose of securing its apparatus against interference or risk of damage or for the purpose of providing or securing proper and convenient means of 
access to any existing apparatus. 

(18) (6)Works to which this paragraph applies must only be executed in accordance with the plan, submitted under sub-paragraph (1) or as relevant sub-paragraph (5), 
as approved or as amended from 
time to time by agreement between the railway undertaker and National Grid and in accordance with such reasonable requirements as may be made in accordance with 
sub-paragraphs (6) or (8) by National Grid for the alteration or otherwise for the protection of the apparatus, or for securing access to it, and National Grid will be entitled 
to watch and inspect the execution of those works. 

(19) (7)Where National Grid requires any protective works to be carried out by itself or by the railway undertaker (whether of a temporary or permanent nature) such 
protective works, inclusive of any measures or schemes required and approved as part of the plan approved pursuant to this paragraph, must be carried out to National 
Grid’s satisfaction prior to the commencement of any authorised works (or any relevant part thereof) for which protective works are required and National Grid shall give 
56 days’ notice of such works from the date of submission of a plan pursuant to this paragraph (except in an emergency). 

(20) (8)If National Grid in accordance with sub-paragraphs (6) or (8) and in consequence of the works proposed by the railway undertaker, reasonably requires the 
removal of any existing apparatus and gives written notice to the railway undertaker of that requirement, paragraphs 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 apply as if the removal of the 
apparatus had been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 6(29(2). 

(21) (9)Nothing in this paragraph precludes the railway undertaker from submitting at any time or from time to time, but in no case less than 56 days before commencing 
the execution of the authorised works, a new plan, instead of the plan previously submitted, and having done so the provisions of this paragraph shall apply to and in respect 
of the new plan. 

(22) (10)The railway undertaker will not be required to comply with sub-paragraph (1) where it needs to carry out emergency works as defined in the 1991 Act but in 
that case it must give to National Grid notice as soon as is reasonably practicable and a plan of those works and must— 

(a) comply with sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) insofar as is reasonably practicable in the  circumstances; and 
(b) comply with sub-paragraph (12) at all times. 
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(23) (11)At all times when carrying out any works authorised under the Order, the railway undertaker must comply with National Grid’s policies for development near 
overhead lines EN43-8 and HSE’s guidance note 6 “Avoidance of Danger from Overhead Lines”. 

 
(24) Expenses 

12. 9. 9.—(1) Subject to the following provisions of this paragraph, the railway undertaker must pay to National Grid on demand all charges, costs and 
expenses reasonably anticipated or incurred by National Grid in, or in connection with, the inspection, removal, relaying or replacing, alteration or protection of any 
existing apparatus or the construction of any new or alternative apparatus which may be required in consequence of the execution of any authorised works as are 
referred to in this Part of this Schedule including without limitation— 

(a) any costs reasonably incurred by or compensation properly paid by National Grid in connection with the acquisition of rights or the exercise of statutory 
powers for such existing apparatus including without limitation all costs incurred by National Grid as a consequence of National Grid; 
(i) using its own compulsory purchase powers to acquire any necessary rights under paragraph 6(39(3); and/or 

(ii) exercising any compulsory purchase powers in the Order transferred to or benefitting National Grid; 
(b) in connection with the cost of the carrying out of any diversion work or the provision of any alternative apparatus; 
(c) the cutting off of any apparatus from any other apparatus or the making safe of redundant apparatus; 
(d) the approval of plans; 
(e) the carrying out of protective works, plus a capitalised sum to cover the cost of maintaining and renewing permanent protective works; 
(f) the survey of any land, apparatus or works, the inspection and monitoring of works or the installation or removal of any temporary works reasonably necessary 

in consequence of the execution of any such works referred to in this Part of this Schedule. 
(2) There will be deducted from any sum payable under sub-paragraph (1) the value of any apparatus removed under the provisions of this Part of this Schedule and 

which is not re-used as part of the alternative apparatus, that value being calculated after removal. 
(3) If in accordance with the provisions of this Part of this Schedule— 

(a) apparatus of better type, of greater capacity or of greater dimensions is placed in substitution for existing apparatus of worse type, of smaller capacity or of 
smaller dimensions; or 

(b) apparatus (whether existing apparatus or apparatus substituted for existing apparatus) is placed at a depth greater than the depth at which the existing apparatus 
was situated, 

and the placing of apparatus of that type or capacity or of those dimensions or the placing of apparatus at that depth, as the case may be, is not agreed by the railway 
undertaker or, in default of agreement, is not determined by arbitration in accordance with article 56 (arbitration) to be necessary, then, if such placing involves cost 
in the construction of works under this Part of this Schedule exceeding that which would have been involved if the apparatus placed had been of the existing type, 
capacity or dimensions, or at the existing depth, as the case may be, the amount which apart from this sub-paragraph would be payable to National Grid by virtue of sub-
paragraph (1) will be reduced by the amount of that excess save where it is not possible in the circumstances to obtain the existing type of apparatus at the same capacity 
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and dimensions or place at the existing depth in which case full costs will be borne by the railway undertaker. 
(4) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (3)— 

(a) an extension of apparatus to a length greater than the length of existing apparatus will not be treated as a placing of apparatus of greater dimensions than those 
of the existing apparatus; and 

(b) where the provision of a joint in a pipe or cable is agreed, or is determined to be necessary, the consequential provision of a jointing chamber or of a manhole 
will be treated as if it also had been agreed or had been so determined. 

(5) Any amount which apart from this sub-paragraph would be payable to National Grid in respect of works by virtue of sub-paragraph (1) will, if the works include 
the placing of apparatus provided in substitution for apparatus placed more than 7 years and 6 months earlier so as to confer on National Grid any financial benefit by 
deferment of the time for renewal of the apparatus in the ordinary course, be reduced by the amount which represents that benefit. 

 
Indemnity 

13. 10. 10.—(1) Subject to sub-paragraphs (2) and (3), if by reason or in consequence of the construction of any such works authorised by this Part of this Schedule 
or in consequence of the construction, use, maintenance or failure of any of the authorised works by or on behalf of the railway undertaker or in consequence of any 
act or default of the railway undertaker (or any person employed or authorised by him) in the course of carrying out such works, including without limitation works 
carried out by the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule or any subsidence resulting from any of these works, any damage is caused to any apparatus or 
alternative apparatus (other than apparatus the repair of which is not reasonably necessary in view of its intended removal for the purposes of the authorised works) or 
property of National Grid, or there is any interruption in any service provided, or in the supply of any goods, by National Grid, or National Grid becomes liable to pay 
any amount to any third party, the railway undertaker will— 

(a) bear and pay on demand the cost reasonably incurred by National Grid in making good such damage or restoring the supply; and 
(b)indemnify National Grid for any other expenses, loss, demands, proceedings, damages, claims, penalty or costs incurred by or recovered from National Grid, by 

reason or in consequence of any such damage or interruption or National Grid becoming liable to any third party as aforesaid other than arising from any default 
of National Grid. 

make reasonable compensation to that undertaker for any other expenses, loss, damages, penalty or costs incurred by the undertaker . 
(2) The fact that any act or thing may have been done by National Grid on behalf of the railway undertaker or in accordance with a plan approved by National Grid or 

in accordance with any requirement of National Grid or under its supervision will not (unless sub-paragraph (3) applies), excuse the railway undertaker from liability 
under the provisions of sub-paragraph (1) unless National Grid fails to carry out and execute the works properly with due care and attention and in a skilful and workman 
like manner or in a manner that does not accord with the approved plan. 

(3) Nothing in sub-paragraph (1) shall impose any liability on the railway undertaker in respect of  any damage or interruption to the extent that it is attributable to the 
neglect or default of National Grid, its officers, servants, contractors or agents; and. 

(b) any authorised works and/or any other works authorised by this Part of this Schedule carried out by National Grid as an assignee, transferee or lessee of National 
Grid with the benefit of the Order pursuant to section 156 of the Planning Act 2008 or article 10 (consent to transfer benefit of Order) subject to the proviso that 
once such works become apparatus (“new apparatus”), any authorised works yet to be executed and not falling within this sub paragraph 3(b) will be subject to 
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the full terms of this Part of this Schedule including this paragraph 10. 
(4) National Grid must give the railway undertaker reasonable notice of any such third party claim or demand and no settlement or compromise must, unless payment 

is required in connection with a statutory compensation scheme, be made without first consulting the railway undertaker and considering their representations. 
 
(5) The undertaker is not to commence construction (and not to permit the commencement of such construction) of the authorised works on any land owned by 

National Grid or in respect of which National Grid has an easement or wayleave for its apparatus or any other interest or to carry out any works within 15 metres of 
National Grid's apparatus until the following conditions are satisfied: 

(a) unless and until National Grid is satisfied acting reasonably (but subject to all necessary regulatory constraints) that the undertaker has first provided the 
acceptable security (and provided evidence that it shall maintain such acceptable security for the construction period of the authorised works from the proposed 
date of commencement of construction of the authorised works) and National Grid has confirmed the same to the undertaker in writing; and 

(b) unless and until National Grid is satisfied acting reasonably (but subject to all necessary regulatory constraints) that the undertaker has procured acceptable 
insurance (and provided evidence to National Grid that it shall maintain such acceptable insurance for the construction period of the authorised works from the 
proposed date of commencement of construction of the authorised works) and National Grid has confirmed the same in writing to the undertaker. 

(6) In the event that the undertaker fails to comply with sub paragraph 10(5) of this Part of this Schedule, nothing in this Part of this Schedule shall prevent National 
Grid from seeking injunctive relief (or any other equitable remedy) in any court of competent jurisdiction.  

(25) Enactments and agreements 

14. 11.Save to the extent provided for to the contrary elsewhere in this Part of this Schedule or by agreement in writing between National Grid and the railway 
undertaker, nothing in this Part of this Schedule shall affect the provisions of any enactment or agreement regulating the relations between the railway undertaker 
and National Grid in respect of any apparatus laid or erected in land belonging to the railway undertaker on the date on which this Order is made. 

 
(26) Co-operation 
12.(1) 15.  Where in consequence of the proposed construction of any of the authorised works, the railway undertaker or National Grid requires the removal of 
apparatus under paragraph 6(29(2) or National Grid makes requirements for the protection or alteration of apparatus under paragraph 811, the railway undertaker 
shall use its best endeavours to co-ordinate the execution of the works in the interests of safety and the efficient and economic execution of the authorised 
development and taking into account the need to ensure the safe and efficient operation of National Grid’s undertaking and National Grid shall use its best 
endeavours to co-operate with the railway undertaker for that purpose. 
(2) For the avoidance of doubt whenever National Grid’s consent, agreement or approval to is required in relation to plans, documents or other information submitted by 
National Grid or the taking of action by National Grid, it must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.  

  
(27) Access 

13. 16. If in consequence of the agreement reached in accordance with paragraph 5(18(1) or the powers granted under this Order the access to any apparatus is 
materially obstructed, the railway undertaker must provide such alternative means of access to such apparatus as will enable National Grid to maintain or use the 
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apparatus no less effectively than was possible before such obstruction. 

Provisions for the protection of  National Grid’s proposed works and for the railway undertaker 

17. As soon as reasonably practicable after the coming into force of this Order, and in any event no later than 70 days before commencing a part of the relevant 
2016 Order development, National Grid will give the railway undertaker plans of the works to be carried out including in particular a method statement and the 
exact position of the works and sufficient details to enable the engineer to ascertain the impact of the works on railway property and on the carrying out of the 
authorised works and for the railway undertaker to give the details set out in paragraph 18. 

18. (1) As soon as reasonably practicable after the coming into force of this Order, and in any event no later than 56 days before commencing any of the 
relevant authorised development, the railway undertaker will give National Grid plans of the works to be carried out comprised in that development which must 
include a method statement and describe the position of the proposed apparatus as provided by National Grid under sub-paragraph (1) and the matters set out in 
paragraph 11(2)(a) to (c) and (e) to (g).  

 
(2) In relation to any works which will or may be situated on, over or within 10 metres of any part of the foundations of a proposed electricity tower or 

between any two  or more proposed electricity towers, the plan to be submitted under sub- paragraph  (1) must, in addition to the matters set out in 
that sub-paragraph, include a method statement describing  the matters set out in paragraph 11(3)  so far as relevant in this scenario. 
 

(3) Paragraphs 11(4) to (8) and (10) to (12) apply in relation to works to which sub-paragraph (1) or (2) applies. 

19. Part 4 of Schedule 15 to the 2016 Order (protection for railway interests) has effect as if any reference to Network Rail included a reference to the railway 
undertaker and if references to railway property included the authorised development. 
 

(28) General 
(29) Arbitration 

14. Save for differences or disputes arising under paragraph 6(2), 6(4), 7(1), 8 and 10(5) any 20. Any difference or dispute arising between the railway undertaker 
and National Grid under this Part of this Schedule must, unless otherwise agreed in writing between the railway undertaker and National Grid, be determined by 
arbitration in accordance with article 56 (arbitration). 

(30) Notices 

15. 21. The plans submitted to National Grid by the railway undertaker pursuant to paragraph 8 11 must be sent to National Grid Plant Protection at 
plantprotection@nationalgrid.com or such other address as National Grid may from time to time appoint instead for that purpose and notify to the railway undertaker 
in writing. 
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Appendix 2:  

Clean copy of NGET's protective provisions as amended by the Applicant and included in the Deadline 7 Draft Development Consent Order 
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PART [8] 
FOR THE MUTUAL PROTECTION OF NATIONAL GRID  AND THE RAILWAY UNDERTAKER 

 
(31) Preliminary 

(32)  
(33) Application 

15. For the protection of National Grid and the railway undertaker referred to in this Part of this Schedule the following provisions will, unless otherwise 
agreed in writing between the railway undertaker and National Grid, have effect. 

 
(34) Interpretation 

16. In this Part of this Schedule— 
“1991 Act” means the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991; 
“2016 Order” means the National Grid (Hinkley Point C Connection Project) Order 2016 as amended; 
“alternative apparatus” means appropriate alternative apparatus to the satisfaction of National Grid to enable it to fulfil its statutory functions in a manner no less 
efficient than previously; 
“apparatus” means electric lines or electrical plant as defined in the Electricity Act 1989, belonging to or maintained by National Grid, together with any replacement 
apparatus and such other apparatus constructed that becomes operational apparatus of National Grid for the purposes of transmission, distribution and/or supply 
and includes any structure in which apparatus is or will be lodged or which gives or will give access to apparatus; 
“authorised works” has the same meaning as is given to the term "authorised development” in article 2 of this Order and includes any associated development 
authorised by the Order and for the purposes of this Part of this Schedule includes the use and maintenance of the authorised works and construction of any works 
authorised by this Schedule; 
“commence” has the same meaning as in article 2 of this Order and commencement shall be construed to have the same meaning; 
“existing apparatus” means apparatus which is sited in, over, or under land on 19 April 2021 and belonging to or maintained by National Grid on that date “existing 
electricity tower” shall be construed accordingly; 
“functions” includes powers and duties; 
“ground mitigation scheme” means a scheme approved by the railway undertaker (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) setting out the 
necessary measures (if any) for a ground subsidence event; 
“ground monitoring scheme” means a scheme for monitoring ground subsidence which sets out the apparatus which is to be subject to such monitoring, the extent 
of land to be monitored, the manner in which ground levels are to be monitored, the timescales of any monitoring activities and the extent of ground subsidence 
which, if exceeded, shall require the railway undertaker to submit for National Grid’s approval a ground mitigation scheme; 
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“ground subsidence event” means any ground subsidence identified by the monitoring activities set out in the ground monitoring scheme that has exceeded the level 
described in the ground monitoring scheme as requiring a ground mitigation scheme; 
“in” in a context referring to apparatus or alternative apparatus in land includes a reference to apparatus or alternative apparatus under, over, across, along or upon 
such land; 
“maintain” and “maintenance” shall include the ability and right to do any of the following in relation to any apparatus or alternative apparatus of National Grid 
including construct, use, repair, alter, inspect, renew or remove the apparatus; 
“National Grid” means National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (registered company number 2366977); 
 “plan” or “plans” include all designs, drawings, specifications, method statements, soil reports, programmes, calculations, risk assessments and other documents 
that are reasonably necessary properly and sufficiently to describe and assess the works to be executed; 
“parent company” means a parent company of the railway undertaker acceptable to and which shall have been approved by National Grid acting reasonably; 
 
“railway property” means – 

(d) any  railway belonging to the railway undertaker; 
(e) any stations, land, works, apparatus and equipment belonging to the railway undertaker and connected with any such railway; and  
(f) any easement or other property interest held or used by the railway undertaker for the purposes of such railway or works, apparatus or equipment; 

 
“railway  undertaker” means the undertaker as defined in article 2 of this Order and, in relation to property owned by Network Rail, Network Rail; 
 
 “the relevant authorised development” means so much of any of the authorised development or activities undertaken in association with the authorised 
development as will or may be situated under, over, or within 15 metres measured in any direction of any apparatus proposed to be constructed or installed 
by National Grid under the powers of the 2016 Order; 

“the relevant 2016 Order development” means so much of any of the development authorised under the 2016 Order as will or may be situated under, over 
or within 15 metres of, or which may in any way adversely affect, railway property; 

 
"[specified railway works]" means any of the authorised works or activities undertaken in association with the authorised works which: 
(c) will or may be situated over, or within 15 metres measured in any direction of any existing apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the railway 
undertaker under paragraph 10(2) or otherwise; and/or 
(d) may in any way adversely affect any existing apparatus the removal of which has not been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 10(2) or 
otherwise. 
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17. Except for paragraphs 7(apparatus of National Grid in stopped up streets), 11(retained apparatus), 12(expenses) and 13 (indemnity) of this Schedule 

which will apply in respect of the exercise of all or any powers under the Order affecting the rights and apparatus of the railway undertaker, the other provisions of 
this Schedule do not apply to apparatus in respect of which the relations between the railway undertaker and National Grid are regulated by the provisions of Part 3 of 
the 1991 Act. 

18. The provisions of the 2016 Order take effect subject to the provisions of this Part. 
19. The provisions of Part 2 of this Schedule do not apply in relation to National Grid or any apparatus of National Grid. 
 

Duty to co-operate 
20. (1) The railway undertaker and National Grid will co-operate and work together to secure that the works proposed to be carried out by National 

Grid under the powers of the 2016 Order  and the authorised works to be carried out by the railway undertaker under this Order will so far as reasonably 
possible be programmed, and  arrangements for the carrying out of those works will be made, so as, so far as reasonably possible, to avoid undue delay or any 
conflict arising between the carrying out of those proposed works and the implementation of the authorised development. 

(2) Any consent, agreement or approval by National Grid or the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule must not be unreasonably withheld or 
delayed. 

 
 

Provisions for the protection of National Grid 
 
(35) Apparatus of National Grid in stopped up streets 

21. —(1) Without prejudice to the generality of any other protection afforded to National Grid elsewhere in the Order, where any street is stopped up under 
article 14 (permanent stopping up of streets), if National Grid has any apparatus in the street or accessed via that street National Grid will be entitled to the same rights 
in respect of such apparatus as it enjoyed immediately before the stopping up and the railway undertaker will grant to National Grid, or will procure the granting to 
the National Grid of, legal easements reasonably satisfactory to it in respect of such apparatus and access to it prior to the stopping up of any such street or highway. 

(3) Notwithstanding the temporary stopping up or diversion of any highway under the powers of article 15 (temporary stopping up of streets and public rights of way), 
National Grid will be at liberty at all times to take all necessary access across any such stopped up highway and/or to execute and do all such works and things in, upon 
or under any such highway as may be reasonably necessary or  desirable to enable it to maintain any apparatus which at the time of the stopping up or diversion was in 
that highway. 

 
(36) Acquisition of land 

22. (1) Regardless of any provision in this Order or anything shown on the land plans or contained in the book of reference to the Order, the railway undertaker 
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may not acquire or extinguish any land interest or apparatus or override any easement and/or other interest of National Grid, including any rights contained in the 2016 
Order, otherwise than by agreement. 

(2) The railway undertaker and National Grid agree that where there is any inconsistency or duplication between the provisions set out in this Part of this Schedule 
relating to the relocation and/or removal of existing apparatus (including but not limited to the payment of costs and expenses relating to such relocation and/or 
removal of apparatus) and the provisions of any existing easement, rights, agreements and licences granted, used, enjoyed or exercised by National Grid and/or other 
enactments relied upon by National Grid as of right or other use in relation to the apparatus, then the provisions in this Schedule shall prevail. 

(3) Any agreement or consent granted by National Grid under paragraph 11 or any other paragraph of this Part of this Schedule, shall not be taken to constitute 
agreement under paragraph 8(1). 

(37) Provisions relating to existing apparatus 
(38) Removal of existing apparatus 

23. —(1) If, in the exercise of the agreement reached in accordance with paragraph 8 or in any other authorised manner, the railway undertaker acquires any 
interest in any land in which any apparatus is placed or requires that National Grid’s existing apparatus is relocated or diverted, that apparatus must not be removed 
under this Part of this Schedule and any right of National Grid to maintain that existing apparatus in that land must not be extinguished, until alternative apparatus 
has been constructed, and is in operation to the reasonable satisfaction of National Grid in accordance with sub-paragraphs (2) to (5) inclusive. 
 

(6) If, for the purpose of executing any works in, on, under or over any land purchased, held, appropriated or used under this Order, the railway undertaker requires 
the removal of any existing apparatus placed in that land, it must give to National Grid 56 days’ advance written notice of that requirement, together with a plan of the 
work proposed, and of the proposed position of the alternative apparatus to be  provided or constructed and in that case (or if in consequence of the exercise of any of the 
powers conferred by this Order National Grid reasonably needs to remove any of its apparatus) the railway undertaker must, subject to sub-paragraph (3), afford to National 
Grid to its satisfaction (taking into account paragraph 10(1) below) the necessary facilities and rights for the construction of alternative apparatus in other land of or land 
secured by the railway undertaker and subsequently for the maintenance of that apparatus. 

(7) If alternative apparatus or any part of such apparatus is to be constructed elsewhere than in other land of or land secured by the railway undertaker, or the railway 
undertaker is unable to afford such facilities and rights as are mentioned in sub-paragraph (2), in the land in which the alternative apparatus or part of such apparatus is 
to be constructed, National Grid must, as soon as is reasonably possible and on receipt of a written notice to that effect from the railway undertaker, take such steps as 
are reasonable in the circumstances in an endeavour to obtain the necessary facilities and rights in the land in which the alternative apparatus is to be constructed save 
that this obligation shall not extend to the requirement for National Grid to use its compulsory purchase powers to this end unless it elects to so do. 

(8) Any alternative apparatus to be constructed in land of or land secured by the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule must be constructed in such manner 
and in such line or situation as may be agreed between National Grid and the railway undertaker or in default of agreement settled by arbitration in accordance with 
article 56 (arbitration). 

(9) National Grid must, after the alternative apparatus to be provided or constructed has been agreed or settled by arbitration in accordance with article 56, and subject 
to the grant to National Grid of any such facilities and rights as are referred to in sub-paragraph (2) or (3), proceed without unnecessary delay to construct and bring into 
operation the alternative apparatus and subsequently to remove any apparatus required by the railway undertaker to be removed under the provisions of this Part of this 
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Schedule. 
 
(39) Facilities and rights for alternative apparatus 

24. —(1) Where, in accordance with paragraph  9 of this Part of this Schedule, the railway undertaker affords to or secures for National Grid facilities and 
rights in land for the construction, use, maintenance and protection of alternative apparatus in substitution for apparatus to be removed, those facilities and rights must 
be granted upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed between the railway undertaker and National Grid and must be no less favourable on the whole to National 
Grid than the facilities and rights enjoyed by it in respect of the apparatus to be removed unless otherwise agreed by National Grid. 

(2) If the facilities and rights to be afforded by the railway undertaker and agreed with National Grid under paragraph 10(1) above in respect of any alternative 
apparatus, and the terms and conditions subject to which those facilities and rights are to be granted, are less favourable on the whole to National Grid than the facilities 
and rights enjoyed by it in respect of the apparatus to be removed and the terms and conditions to which those facilities and rights are subject, the matter will be referred 
to arbitration in accordance with article 56 (arbitration) and the arbitrator shall make such provision for the payment of compensation by the railway undertaker to 
National Grid as appears to the arbitrator to be reasonable having regard to all the circumstances of the particular case. 

(40)  
(41) Retained existing apparatus 

25. —(1) Not less than 56 days before the commencement of any specified railway works that are near to, or will or may affect, any existing apparatus the 
removal of which has not been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 9(2) or otherwise, the railway undertaker must submit to National Grid a plan of the 
works to be executed and seek from National Grid details of the underground extent of their electricity tower foundations. 

(7) In relation to specified railway works which will or may be situated on, over, under or within (i) 15 metres measured in any direction 
of any existing apparatus, or (ii) involve embankment works within 15 metres of any existing apparatus, the plan to be submitted to National 
Grid under sub-paragraph (1) must include a method statement and describe— 

(a) the exact position of the works; 
(b) the level at which these are proposed to be constructed or renewed; 
(c) the manner of their construction or renewal including details of excavation, positioning of plant; 
(d) the position of all existing apparatus as provided by National Grid under sub-paragraph (1); 
(e) by way of detailed drawings, every alteration proposed to be made to or close to any such apparatus; 
(f) any intended maintenance regimes; and 
(g) an assessment of risks of rise of earth issues. 

(8) In relation to any works which will or may be situated on, over, under or within 10 metres of any part of the foundations of an existing electricity tower or 
between any two or more existing electricity towers, the plan to be submitted under sub-paragraph (1) must, in addition to the matters set out in sub- paragraph (2), 
include a method statement describing - 
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(a) details of any cable trench design including route, dimensions, clearance to pylon foundations; 
(b) demonstration that pylon foundations will not be affected prior to, during and post construction; 
(c) details of load bearing capacities of trenches; 
(d) details of cable installation methodology including access arrangements, jointing bays and backfill methodology; 
(e) a written management plan for high voltage hazard during construction and ongoing maintenance of the cable route; 
(f) written details of the operations and maintenance regime for the cable, including frequency and method of access; 
(g) assessment of earth rise potential if reasonably required by National Grid's engineers; and 
(h) evidence that trench bearing capacity is to be designed to 26 tonnes to take the weight of overhead line construction traffic. 

(9) The railway undertaker must not commence any works to which sub-paragraphs (2) or (3) apply until National Grid has given written approval of the plan so 
submitted or they have been settled by arbitration under article 56 (arbitration). 

(10) Any approval of National Grid required under sub-paragraphs (2) or (3)— 
(a) may be given subject to reasonable conditions for any purpose mentioned in sub-paragraphs 

(11) or (8); and 
(b) must not be unreasonably withheld. 

(42) In relation to any work to which sub-paragraphs (2) or (3) apply, National Grid may require such modifications to be made to the plans as may be reasonably 
necessary for the purpose of securing its apparatus against interference or risk of damage or for the purpose of providing or securing proper and convenient means of 
access to any existing apparatus. 

(43) Works to which this paragraph applies must only be executed in accordance with the plan, submitted under sub-paragraph (1) or as relevant sub-paragraph (5), 
as approved or as amended from 
time to time by agreement between the railway undertaker and National Grid and in accordance with such reasonable requirements as may be made in accordance with 
sub-paragraphs (6) or (8) by National Grid for the alteration or otherwise for the protection of the apparatus, or for securing access to it, and National Grid will be entitled 
to watch and inspect the execution of those works. 

(44) Where National Grid requires any protective works to be carried out by itself or by the railway undertaker (whether of a temporary or permanent nature) such 
protective works, inclusive of any measures or schemes required and approved as part of the plan approved pursuant to this paragraph, must be carried out to National 
Grid’s satisfaction prior to the commencement of any authorised works (or any relevant part thereof) for which protective works are required and National Grid shall give 
56 days’ notice of such works from the date of submission of a plan pursuant to this paragraph (except in an emergency). 

(45) If National Grid in accordance with sub-paragraphs (6) or (8) and in consequence of the works proposed by the railway undertaker, reasonably requires the removal 
of any existing apparatus and gives written notice to the railway undertaker of that requirement, paragraphs 1 to 3 and 5 to 7 apply as if the removal of the apparatus had 
been required by the railway undertaker under paragraph 9(2). 

(46) Nothing in this paragraph precludes the railway undertaker from submitting at any time or from time to time, but in no case less than 56 days before commencing 
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the execution of the authorised works, a new plan, instead of the plan previously submitted, and having done so the provisions of this paragraph shall apply to and in respect 
of the new plan. 

(47) The railway undertaker will not be required to comply with sub-paragraph (1) where it needs to carry out emergency works as defined in the 1991 Act but in that 
case it must give to National Grid notice as soon as is reasonably practicable and a plan of those works and must— 

(a) comply with sub-paragraphs (6), (7) and (8) insofar as is reasonably practicable in the  circumstances; and 
(b) comply with sub-paragraph (12) at all times. 

(48) At all times when carrying out any works authorised under the Order, the railway undertaker must comply with National Grid’s policies for development near 
overhead lines EN43-8 and HSE’s guidance note 6 “Avoidance of Danger from Overhead Lines”. 

 
(49) Expenses 

26. —(1) Subject to the following provisions of this paragraph, the railway undertaker must pay to National Grid on demand all charges, costs and expenses 
reasonably anticipated or incurred by National Grid in, or in connection with, the inspection, removal, relaying or replacing, alteration or protection of any existing 
apparatus or the construction of any new or alternative apparatus which may be required in consequence of the execution of any authorised works as are referred to 
in this Part of this Schedule including without limitation— 

(a) any costs reasonably incurred by or compensation properly paid by National Grid in connection with the acquisition of rights or the exercise of statutory 
powers for such existing apparatus including without limitation all costs incurred by National Grid as a consequence of National Grid; 
(i) using its own compulsory purchase powers to acquire any necessary rights under paragraph 9(3); and/or 

(ii) exercising any compulsory purchase powers in the Order transferred to or benefitting National Grid; 
(b) in connection with the cost of the carrying out of any diversion work or the provision of any alternative apparatus; 
(c) the cutting off of any apparatus from any other apparatus or the making safe of redundant apparatus; 
(d) the approval of plans; 
(e) the carrying out of protective works, plus a capitalised sum to cover the cost of maintaining and renewing permanent protective works; 
(f) the survey of any land, apparatus or works, the inspection and monitoring of works or the installation or removal of any temporary works reasonably necessary 

in consequence of the execution of any such works referred to in this Part of this Schedule. 
(6) There will be deducted from any sum payable under sub-paragraph (1) the value of any apparatus removed under the provisions of this Part of this Schedule and 

which is not re-used as part of the alternative apparatus, that value being calculated after removal. 
(7) If in accordance with the provisions of this Part of this Schedule— 

(a) apparatus of better type, of greater capacity or of greater dimensions is placed in substitution for existing apparatus of worse type, of smaller capacity or of 
smaller dimensions; or 

(b) apparatus (whether existing apparatus or apparatus substituted for existing apparatus) is placed at a depth greater than the depth at which the existing apparatus 
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was situated, 

and the placing of apparatus of that type or capacity or of those dimensions or the placing of apparatus at that depth, as the case may be, is not agreed by the railway 
undertaker or, in default of agreement, is not determined by arbitration in accordance with article 56 (arbitration) to be necessary, then, if such placing involves cost 
in the construction of works under this Part of this Schedule exceeding that which would have been involved if the apparatus placed had been of the existing type, 
capacity or dimensions, or at the existing depth, as the case may be, the amount which apart from this sub-paragraph would be payable to National Grid by virtue of sub-
paragraph (1) will be reduced by the amount of that excess save where it is not possible in the circumstances to obtain the existing type of apparatus at the same capacity 
and dimensions or place at the existing depth in which case full costs will be borne by the railway undertaker. 
(8) For the purposes of sub-paragraph (3)— 

(a) an extension of apparatus to a length greater than the length of existing apparatus will not be treated as a placing of apparatus of greater dimensions than those 
of the existing apparatus; and 

(b) where the provision of a joint in a pipe or cable is agreed, or is determined to be necessary, the consequential provision of a jointing chamber or of a manhole 
will be treated as if it also had been agreed or had been so determined. 

(9) Any amount which apart from this sub-paragraph would be payable to National Grid in respect of works by virtue of sub-paragraph (1) will, if the works include 
the placing of apparatus provided in substitution for apparatus placed more than 7 years and 6 months earlier so as to confer on National Grid any financial benefit by 
deferment of the time for renewal of the apparatus in the ordinary course, be reduced by the amount which represents that benefit. 

 
27. —(1) Subject to sub-paragraphs (2) and (3), if by reason or in consequence of the construction of any such works authorised by this Part of this Schedule or in 

consequence of the construction, use, maintenance or failure of any of the authorised works by or on behalf of the railway undertaker or in consequence of any act or 
default of the railway undertaker (or any person employed or authorised by him) in the course of carrying out such works, including without limitation works carried 
out by the railway undertaker under this Part of this Schedule or any subsidence resulting from any of these works, any damage is caused to any apparatus or alternative 
apparatus (other than apparatus the repair of which is not reasonably necessary in view of its intended removal for the purposes of the authorised works) or property of 
National Grid, or there is any interruption in any service provided, or in the supply of any goods, by National Grid, or National Grid becomes liable to pay any amount 
to any third party, the railway undertaker will— 

(a) bear and pay on demand the cost reasonably incurred by National Grid in making good such damage or restoring the supply; and 
make reasonable compensation to that undertaker for any other expenses, loss, damages, penalty or costs incurred by the undertaker . 

(5) The fact that any act or thing may have been done by National Grid on behalf of the railway undertaker or in accordance with a plan approved by National Grid or 
in accordance with any requirement of National Grid or under its supervision will not (unless sub-paragraph (3) applies), excuse the railway undertaker from liability 
under the provisions of sub-paragraph (1) unless National Grid fails to carry out and execute the works properly with due care and attention and in a skilful and workman 
like manner or in a manner that does not accord with the approved plan. 

(6) Nothing in sub-paragraph (1) shall impose any liability on the railway undertaker in respect of any damage or interruption to the extent that it is attributable to the 
neglect or default of National Grid, its officers, servants, contractors or agents. 
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(7) National Grid must give the railway undertaker reasonable notice of any such third party claim or demand and no settlement or compromise must, unless payment 
is required in connection with a statutory compensation scheme, be made without first consulting the railway undertaker and considering their representations. 

 
(50) Enactments and agreements 

28. Save to the extent provided for to the contrary elsewhere in this Part of this Schedule or by agreement in writing between National Grid and the railway 
undertaker, nothing in this Part of this Schedule shall affect the provisions of any enactment or agreement regulating the relations between the railway undertaker 
and National Grid in respect of any apparatus laid or erected in land belonging to the railway undertaker on the date on which this Order is made. 

 
(51) Co-operation 
15.  Where in consequence of the proposed construction of any of the authorised works, the railway undertaker or National Grid requires the removal of apparatus 
under paragraph 9(2) or National Grid makes requirements for the protection or alteration of apparatus under paragraph 11, the railway undertaker shall use its 
best endeavours to co-ordinate the execution of the works in the interests of safety and the efficient and economic execution of the authorised development and 
taking into account the need to ensure the safe and efficient operation of National Grid’s undertaking and National Grid shall use its best endeavours to co-operate 
with the railway undertaker for that purpose. 

  
(52) Access 

16. If in consequence of the agreement reached in accordance with paragraph 8(1) or the powers granted under this Order the access to any apparatus is 
materially obstructed, the railway undertaker must provide such alternative means of access to such apparatus as will enable National Grid to maintain or use the 
apparatus no less effectively than was possible before such obstruction 

Provisions for the protection of  National Grid’s proposed works and for the railway undertaker 

17. As soon as reasonably practicable after the coming into force of this Order, and in any event no later than 70 days before commencing a part of the relevant 
2016 Order development, National Grid will give the railway undertaker plans of the works to be carried out including in particular a method statement and the 
exact position of the works and sufficient details to enable the engineer to ascertain the impact of the works on railway property and on the carrying out of the 
authorised works and for the railway undertaker to give the details set out in paragraph 18. 

18. (1) As soon as reasonably practicable after the coming into force of this Order, and in any event no later than 56 days before commencing any of the 
relevant authorised development, the railway undertaker will give National Grid plans of the works to be carried out comprised in that development which must 
include a method statement and describe the position of the proposed apparatus as provided by National Grid under sub-paragraph (1) and the matters set out in 
paragraph 11(2)(a) to (c) and (e) to (g).  

 
(4) In relation to any works which will or may be situated on, over or within 10 metres of any part of the foundations of a proposed electricity tower or 
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between any two  or more proposed electricity towers, the plan to be submitted under sub- paragraph  (1) must, in addition to the matters set out in 
that sub-paragraph, include a method statement describing  the matters set out in paragraph 11(3)  so far as relevant in this scenario. 
 

(5) Paragraphs 11(4) to (8) and (10) to (12) apply in relation to works to which sub-paragraph (1) or (2) applies. 

19. Part 4 of Schedule 15 to the 2016 Order (protection for railway interests) has effect as if any reference to Network Rail included a reference to the railway 
undertaker and if references to railway property included the authorised development. 
 

(53) General 
(54) Arbitration 

20. Any difference or dispute arising between the railway undertaker and National Grid under this Part of this Schedule must, unless otherwise agreed in writing 
between the railway undertaker and National Grid, be determined by arbitration in accordance with article 56 (arbitration). 

(55) Notices 

21. The plans submitted to National Grid by the railway undertaker pursuant to paragraph 11 must be sent to National Grid Plant Protection at 
plantprotection@nationalgrid.com or such other address as National Grid may from time to time appoint instead for that purpose and notify to the railway undertaker 
in writing. 
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Appendix 3: 

Applicant's Comments on NGET's Deadline 6 submissions  
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Schedule 3: Detailed comments on Bristol Port Company 
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The Portishead Branch line (MetroWest Phase 1) Order 
 

Bristol Port Company – Applicant's S127 submissions, Responses to Submissions by BPC and 
 

Note on Schedule 16, Part  5 of draft DCO:Protection for First Corporate Shipping Limited 

 

 
1. Introduction 

1.1 This document submitted by the Applicant at Deadline 7 provides a comprehensive response to the position set out by First Corporate Shipping Limited, 
trading as Bristol Port Company (referred to as BPC in this document) in relation to the relevant representations, written submissions and the many further 
submissions made by BPC during the course of the examination.   

1.2 BPC has made a representation and prays in aid S127 of the Planning Act 2008. 

1.3 S127 is engaged as compulsory acquisition of land and new rights over land held by a statutory undertaker are proposed.   

1.4 It is however, the Applicant's position that whilst S127 may be engaged, the Secretary of State can be satisfied that the land and new rights sought by 
the Applicant do not give rise to serious detriment so as to mean that the Order should not be made containing the relevant powers.   

1.5 Further, the Applicant believes that S127 does not now operate so as to prevent the making of the Order as prepared by the Applicant because the 
Applicant, Network Rail and BPC have made good progress on settling bespoke protective provisions that are now included in the Deadline 7 draft 
Development Consent Order.  Commentary on the Protective Provisions proposed by the Applicant is set out in this document.  

1.6 Within this document the Applicant has provided: 

Applicant's position regarding the proposed Intervention in BPC's Freehold and Leasehold Land 

1.6.1 Table 1 provides a commentary on the parcels of land scheduled as being held by BPC in the Applicant's book of reference.  The Applicant has 
analysed whether serous detriment arises in respect of the relevant plot and whether the propose protective provisions remove  serious 
detriment  as a consideration if it might otherwise arise. . 

Other land in Order limits BPS may have an interest in 

1.6.2 Table 2 provides a commentary on the parcels of land  in which BPC is scheduled as potentially having an interest.  The Applicant has analysed 
the position regarding the application of S127 and/or S138 of the Planning Act 2008 in respect of each plot.  
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Comments on Protective Provisions 

1.6.3 The Applicant provides at Table 3 an analysis and commentary on BPC's proposed protective provisions of 10 April 2021.  The Applicant 
Network Rail and BPC have sought to agree the provisions where possible.  

1.6.4 Appendix 1 is the draft protective provisions proposed by BPC on 10 April 2021. It is this version of the protective provisions that the Applicant 
provides comments on. 

At Appendix 2 the Applicant provides a mark-up of the Port's latest proposed Protective Provisions supplied to the Applicant on 10 April 2021 
which shows the differences between the Port’s proposed protective provisions and those proposed by the Applicant. Appendix 3 provides a 
clean copy of the Applicant's proposed Protective Provisions now incorporated in the Deadline 7 draft DCO. 

1.6.5 Further revisions were provided on 12 April by BPC but in the time available for finalising its submission the Applicant has not yet reviewed the 
12 April amendments made by BPC.   

1.6.6 It may be possible to do so and make further progress after Deadline 7 and the Applicant will confirm to BPC and the Panel if further amendments 
(and a revised version of the dDCO may be validated and provided prior to the close of the examination. 

 

Responses to the various Deadline 6 Submissions made by BPC 

1.6.7 Appendices 4-6 provide the Applicant's responses to the various Deadline 6 Submissions made by BPC. 

 

Other Matters 

1.6.8 At Appendix 7 there is a letter provided by the Applicant to Bristol Port Company dated 14 April 2021 confirming how the Applicant seeks to 
exercise its powers of compulsory acquisition over Port land if the Order is made as sought by the Applicant.   

1.6.9 The Applicant and Network Rail will continue dialogue with BPC and good progress is being made.  Updates will be provided to the Secretary 
of State following the close of the examination as appropriate if agreement is reached with BPC. 

 
2. Applicant's position regarding the proposed Intervention in BPC's Freehold and Leasehold Land:  

2.1 The nature of BPCs' land subject to the Order powers is relevant when considering the degree of control to be imposed on NSC and NRIL by BPC  in the 
protective provisions provided by BPC  aimed at controlling the Applicant's activities when constructing the NSIP.  
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2.2 The Applicant's DCO proposed protective provisions distinguish between the Port's Operational Property and other land held by the Port.  This is because 
the land and new rights, and (to the extent relevant, temporary powers) can be exercised without serious detriment to the carrying on of BPC's undertaking 
– see S127 (3)(a) and (6)(a) of the Planning Act 2008. 

2.3 It is clear that some of the Port's freehold land which is subject to the Order – such as Plot 3/78 ( A rhyne), and 06/61 (an amenity space) as two examples 
- serve no operational purpose for the Port.  

2.4 Other plots are highway plots which as such are subject to public rights of way and to the statutory controls conferred on the highway authority.  The 
Applicant submits that BPC should have no control over and above any other party that uses the highway network – and should not, as proposed by BPC, 
have a control akin to, or even greater than, the statutory highway authority. 

2.5 The Table below is intended to assist in in providing the context for the land subject to the Order, that is held by BPC.  This then feeds in to the Applicant's 
proposal to retain the definition of Port operational property in the Protective Provisions to be included in the dDCO for the benefit of BPC. 

2.6 In respect of S138 of the 2008 Act the Applicant does not believe it will interfere with any relevant rights of BPC.  Relevant Apparatus and relevant rights 
as defined by  such rights of BPC as are recorded in the Applicant's book of reference relate only to the use of other land by the Port for the purposes of 
its railway whilst no apparatus other than apparatus relating to BPC's railway would be subject to S138. The powers sought by the Applicant in the relevant 
land are sought to allow for the continued operation of the Port's railway and for the ongoing maintenance of the Portishead Branch Line.  The powers 
sought are not incompatible with BPC's rights, will not lead to BPC's rights being extinguished and BPC's rights and apparatus are protected by the 
provisions included in schedule 16, Part 15 of the dDCO. 

2.7 S138 does not apply to the easement across Network Rail's land held by BPC to access Court House Farm as BPC's interest is excluded from acquisition. 
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confirmed this. 

Part of Perimeter 
access track 

05/95 Access 
track/bridleway 

freehold no Applicant will undertake to 
not interfere with Port's use 
of access track if land is 
acquired 

BPC wishes to ensure 
it is able to continue to 
access the area of the 
Marsh Lane access 
track that falls within 
this plot.  The 
Applicant has 
confirmed this. 

Part of Perimeter 
access track 

05/100 Access 
track/bridleway 

Permanent new rights no Applicant will not interfere 
with Port's rights to use  
access track as only new 
rights are to be secured by 
the Applicant. 

BPC wishes to ensure 
it is able to continue to 
access the area of the 
Marsh Lane access 
track that falls within 
this plot.  The 
Applicant has 
confirmed this 

Part of Perimeter 
access track 

05/105 Access 
track/bridleway 

Permanent new rights no Applicant will not interfere 
with Port's rights to use  
access track as only new 
rights are to be secured by 
the Applicant. 

BPC wishes to ensure 
it is able to continue to 
access the area of the 
Marsh Lane access 
track that falls within 
this plot.  The 
Applicant has 
confirmed this. 

Part of permissive 
Cycle path under 
M5., East of M5 

05/122 Cycle path freehold no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway bridge over another 
part of the title so are not 
affected. 

Not known 

Scrub/marsh east of 
M5 

05/137 Scrub/marsh freehold no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway bridge over another 
part of the title so are not 
affected. 

Not known 

Part of public cycle 05/140 Highways England freehold no Port's rights relate to its Not known 
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track east of M5 access road and 
public cycle track 

Railway bridge over another 
part of the title so are not 
affected. 

Part of public cycle 
track east of M5 

05/141 Highways England 
access road and 
public cycle track 

freehold no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway bridge over another 
part of the title so are not 
affected.  

Not known 

Railway – Portbury 
Junction 

06/10 Railway  Freehold no Part of national rail network 
– connection point for Port's 
railway.  The connection to 
the Port's railway will be re-
provided as minor track 
slewing works are proposed 
to retain the connection to 
the national rail network.  
The rights sought are not 
incompatible with BPC's 
rights which will enure. 

BPC wishes to have 
continued access to 
the national rail 
network.  The 
Applicant has no 
intention of preventing 
rail access to Royal 
Portbury Dock and 
indeed its works here 
are proposed to 
ensure continued rail 
access to Royal 
Portbury Dock, 

Access road and 
public cycle track 
west of Portbury 
Junction 

06/15 Part of Highways 
England access 
road and public 
cycle track 

Temporary working space  no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway under M5 and  are 
not affected. 

Not known 

Embankment 
supporting former 
Portishead railway  

06/20 Railway 
embankment 

Freehold no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway and are not 
affected. 

Not known 

Bridge carrying 
Portbury Dock 
Railway over  

06/55 Part of Highways 
England access 
road and public 
cycle track 

New rights no Powers are sought to ensure 
the Port's railway is properly 
connected to the National 
rail network. The rights 
sought are not incompatible 
with BPC's rights which will 
enure. 

BPC wishes to have 
continued access to 
the national rail 
network.  The 
Applicant has no 
intention of preventing 
rail access to Royal 
Portbury Dock and 
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indeed its works here 
are proposed to 
ensure continued rail 
access to Royal 
Portbury Dock 

Access road and 
public cycle track 
east of Portbury 
Junction 

06/60 Part of Highways 
England access 
road and public 
cycle track 

Temporary working space  no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway and are not 
affected. 

Not known 

Railway 
embankment east of 
Portbury Junction 

06/80 Part of Highways 
England access 
road and public 
cycle track 

Freehold  no Port's rights relate to its 
Railway and are not 
affected. 

Not known 

Railway bridge over 
Avon Road- Lodway 
Close footpath 

06/175 Part of national rail 
network 

Freehold no Nature of occupation is only 
in relation to trains passing 
on to the Port's railway.  
S138 not engaged 

BPC wishes to have 
continued access to 
the national rail 
network.  The 
Applicant has no 
intention of preventing 
rail access to Royal 
Portbury Dock and 
indeed its works here 
are proposed to 
ensure continued rail 
access to Royal 
Portbury Dock. 

Railway east of 
bridge over Avon 
Road- Lodway Close 
footpath 

06/195 Part of national rail 
network 

Freehold no Nature of occupation is only 
in relation to trains passing 
on to the Port's railway. 
S138 not engaged.  

BPC wishes to have 
continued access to 
the national rail 
network.  The 
Applicant has no 
intention of preventing 
rail access to Royal 
Portbury Dock and 
indeed its works here 
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are proposed to 
ensure continued rail 
access to Royal 
Portbury Dock, 

 
4. Comments on Protective Provisions 

4.1 The comments below are provided at the request of the Examining Authority. The however relate to a revised draft of the protective provisions provided 
by BPC on 10 April 2021 (Appendix 1).  The parties have made some progress on settling the terms of the protective provisions where terms can be 
agreed and as a result the Applicant has commented on a more recent draft of the protective provisions.   

4.2 the Applicant is content to substitute for the protective provisions in Part 5 of Schedule 16 to the Order a version based on the protective provisions 
proposed by the BPC on 10 April 2021 (Appendix 1) subject to the changes shown in the marked-up version provided at Appendix 2.  

4.3 A clean copy of the protective provisions so changed is also provided at Appendix 3.  The version in Appendix 3 is now also included in Schedule 16 to 
the deadline 7 version of the dDCO.   

4.4 BPC provided a further set of protective provisions on 12 April.  The Applicant will aim to look at the revised version before the close of the examination 
but was unable in the time viable before deadline 7 to further review the protective provisions BPC provided and secure a validated draft DCO before 
deadline 7. 
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Appendix 1: BPC's Proposed Protective Provisions 10 April 2021 

 

Note: Items in bold show the key areas not agreed. 
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PART 5 
Protection for First Corporate Shipping Limited 

49. The provisions of this Part have effect unless otherwise agreed in writing between the undertaker and BPC. 
50.—(1) In this Part— 

"access works" means works— 
(a) on, over or under or otherwise affecting a private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, including the kerbs, splitter islands, footways, verges and 
carriageway of such street and any road markings, signing, signals, and other street furniture; 
(b) to alter, modify, improve, create or provide any means of access (whether temporary or otherwise) on or across BPC's property or to or from any private street 
or any other part of BPC’s property or to or from any dock public road; 
(c) to alter the layout of any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; and 
(d) to position or install plant or equipment on or over any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works under article 13 (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) or article 17 
(access to works) in respect of or affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; 
"ancillary works" means embankments, earthworks, retaining structures or works, planting, landscaping or other mitigation, fencing and all other works falling 
within the descriptions of the further associated development set out in paragraphs (a) to (x) (inclusive) of Schedule 1; 
"BPC" means First Corporate Shipping Limited (registered company number 2542406), trading as The Bristol Port Company, being the statutory harbour authority 
and competent harbour authority for the Port; 
"BPC's property" means the whole and each of every part of all the leasehold and freehold land and rights and the benefit of all covenants, owned by or vested in 
BPC at Avonmouth, Chittening and Portbury— 
(a) upon, across, under, over or in respect of or affecting which any powers conferred by this Order may be exercised; or 
(b) upon, across, under or over which there is situated anything over or in respect of which any such powers may be exercised, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, the Port's railway and any private street but does not include the Court House Farm terminable 
access; 
"BPC's representative" means the person appointed by BPC from time to time to be its representative for the purposes of this Order; 
"certified documents" means any and all of the plans and documents certified by the Secretary of State for the purpose of this Order; 
"construction" includes execution, placing, alteration and reconstruction and "construct" and "constructed" have corresponding meanings; 
"construction access rights" means any and all powers conferred on the undertaker by this Order to exercise temporary powers of access over any land with or 
without vehicles, plant and equipment including, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any ancillary powers to remove buildings and vegetation from 
that land and to construct works for the purpose of providing a means of access; 
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"Court House Farm easement" means a Deed of Grant of Easement dated 4 September 2017 made between Network Rail and First Corporate Shipping Limited t/a 
The Bristol Port Company; 
"Court House Farm terminable access" means the existing crossing at grade over the disused Portishead Branch Line which is described in the Court House Farm 
easement; 
"dock public road" means each of the streets known as Marsh Lane, Royal Portbury Dock Road (including the roundabout at its junction with Portbury Way and 
Gordano Way), Redland Avenue, Gordano Way, Garonor Way and Portbury Way to the extent that it is maintainable highway; 
"drainage works" means works— 
(a) to create, alter or remove any culvert or other crossing over, under or affecting any watercourse or drainage ditch on, over or under BPC’s property or which 
drains water to or from BPC's property; and 
(b) to make any opening or connection into any watercourse belonging to or to lay down, take up or alter any pipes for that purpose; 
"environmental protection works" means measures reasonably required to be carried out on or in respect of Work No. 18 to protect the scrub environment and 
water bodies established and managed by BPC; 
"highway access land" means any and all of parcels 5/30, 5/61, 5/62, 5/65 and 5/70; 
"landscaping works" means— 
(a) removing, cutting back, felling, lopping, pruning or reducing in any way any hedge, hedgerow, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC's property; and 
(b) planting new or replacement hedges, hedgerows, trees, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works on BPC's property under article 43 (felling or lopping of trees) or article 44 (hedgerows); 
"maintainable highway" has the same meaning as in section 86(1) of the 1991 Act; 
"Marsh Lane track" means the private street referred to in Schedule 3 and there described as Access Road to the M5 Avonmouth Bridge east of Marsh Lane, 
Easton-in-Gordano; 
"Marsh Lane track land" means any and all of parcels 5/25, 5/95, 5/100, 5/105, 5/106, 5/112 and 5/113 and that part of parcel 5/28 which lies to the east of 
an imaginary line projected in a northerly direction across the disused railway at 126 miles 78 chains and includes the Marsh Lane track; 
"plans" includes sections, elevations, designs and design data, drawings, calculations, specifications, programmes, method statements, assessments of risk relating 
to the construction, carrying out, maintenance and, where appropriate, removal of any work; 
"Port" means the port and harbour of Bristol; 
"Port’s railway" means the railway owned by BPC leading from Portbury Junction, Pill to the Royal Portbury Dock; 
"powers of temporary possession" means the powers conferred by article 33 (temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised development); 
"preparatory activities" means ecological mitigation works, archaeological investigations, boreholes, intrusive surveys, environmental surveys and monitoring, 
other investigations for the purpose of assessing ground conditions or the receipt and erection of construction plant and equipment, utility diversions or ground 
clearance works but excluding any such activities carried out under article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) 
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(powers of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property; 
"private street" means any street on BPC’s property which is not a maintainable highway; 
"rail link land" means any and all of parcels 5/104, 5/107, 5/108, 5/165, 5/171, 6/25 and 6/55; 
"railway rights land" means any and all of parcels 5/95, 5/100, 5/105, 5/122, 5/137, 5/140, 5/141, 6/10, 6/15, 6/20, 6/55, 6/60 and 6/80; 
"relevant works" means that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway and Works Nos. 14, 14A, 14B, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; 
"specified work" means— 
(a) that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway; 
(b)  the whole of Work Nos. 14, 14A, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; 
(c) all access works, drainage works and landscaping works; and 
(d) so much of all other parts of the authorised development and of any works to be carried out under the powers conferred by article 33 as is situated upon, across, 
under, over or within 5 metres of BPC's property, including all environmental mitigation and restoration measures; 

(2) In this Part— 
(a) references to the undertaker include references to any person to or in which any or all of the benefit of the provisions of this Order and any related statutory 

powers are transferred or are vested pursuant to any provision of this Order and any person which may by virtue of any agreement made pursuant to article 11 
(agreements with Network Rail) whether alone or jointly with another exercise any or all of the powers contained in this Order; 

(b) references to numbered parcels are to the parcels of land so numbered in the book of reference; 
(c) references to a requirement to consult include that consultation must take place in good faith and in a timely manner with the provision of all reasonably necessary 

information and so that the party concerned must act reasonably in taking into account the reasonable comments made by the other party in response; and 
(d) references to BPC’s consent, agreement or approval are to BPC’s prior consent, agreement or approval given in writing. 

51.—(1) Subject as set out in sub-paragraph (2), nothing in this Order affects— 
(a) any right of BPC to use the Court House Farm terminable access; or 
(b) the provisions of the Court House Farm easement or any other agreement relating to the Court House Farm terminable access 

and accordingly the following provisions of this Part of this Schedule do not apply as regards the Court House Farm terminable access. 
(2) Despite anything contained in the Court House Farm easement or any other agreement relating to the Court House Farm terminable access, BPC's rights 

to use the Court House Farm terminable access under and in accordance with the Court House Farm easement or such other agreement must not terminate 
or cease to be exercisable before the date which is fifteen months after the approval date, and the Court House Farm easement and any such other agreement 
are modified accordingly. 

(3) In sub-paragraph (2), the "approval date" is the first date on which each of the Full Council of North Somerset Council, the West of England Joint 
Committee, the West of England Combined Authority Committee and The Secretary of State for Transport has confirmed in writing its approval under the 
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Department for Transport WebTAG technical process for the appraisal of major transport schemes of the Full Business Case and the Final Approval Business 
Case in relation to the MetroWest Phase 1 proposals, including the authorised development. 
52. The undertaker must give written notice to BPC if any application is proposed to be made by the undertaker for the Secretary of State’s consent under article 10 

(consent to transfer of benefit of order) and any such notice must be given no later than 28 days before any such application is made and must describe or give (as 
appropriate)— 

(a) the nature of the application to be made; 
(b) the extent of the geographical area to which the application relates; and 
(c) the name and address of the person acting for the Secretary of State to whom the application is to be made. 

53.—(1) No agreement made under article 11 (agreements with Network Rail) may authorise or permit the exercise by Network Rail, or by the undertaker, or by 
Network Rail and the undertaker jointly, of any powers and rights of Network Rail and the undertaker (as the case may be) under any BPC contract or affecting any of 
BPC's property. 

(2) In sub-paragraph (1), "BPC contract" means all and any contracts, licences, easements and other agreements, permissions and consents to which BPC is a party or 
of which it has the benefit. 

Watercourses and drainage 

54.—(1) No part of any impounded dock at the Port is included within the definition of "watercourse" for any purpose of this Order. 
(2) The undertaker must not without BPC’s consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions) 

create any new discharges for water into any watercourse belonging to or used by BPC. 
(3) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (2), any consent given by BPC under this paragraph— 

(a) may be given subject to reasonable conditions as to the quantities of water permitted to be discharged and as to the duration of any use of the relevant watercourse 
by the undertaker; and 

(b) does not obviate the need for the undertaker to obtain any further consents required in relation to the activity concerned. 
(4) In the exercise of any power under article 22 (discharge of water), the undertaker must not damage or interfere with the bed or banks of any watercourse in, on, 

over or under BPC’s property. 

Surveys 

55.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) (powers 
of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property— 

(a) outside the Order limits except to the extent that BPC agrees for the purpose of carrying out non-intrusive surveys, investigations and monitoring only; 
(b) other than to the extent that the exercise of such powers is necessary in connection with carrying out the authorised development; and 
(c) other than by prior agreement with BPC on each and every occasion, such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject 
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to reasonable conditions, and on at least 14 days’ notice. 
(2) When requesting BPC’s agreement to access under sub-paragraph (1) the undertaker must provide to BPC full details of the property to which access is requested, 

the activities proposed (including risk assessments and method statements and intended duration of the activities), the identity of the persons who would undertake them 
and any apparatus that might be left on the affected property. 

(3) BPC is, without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1)(c)— 
(a) entitled to refuse access as requested by the undertaker on any occasion for operational reasons, in which case BPC must act reasonably and without delay in 

seeking to offer alternative arrangements; and 
(b) entitled as a condition of its agreement on any occasion to require the production of evidence of the existence of adequate insurance with insurers of repute, the 

proceeds of which will be available to cover all liability, costs, claims, expenses and demands which may arise as a result of that access. 
(4) The undertaker must remove any equipment left on, over or under BPC’s property as soon as reasonably possible after completion of the relevant surveys and 

investigations. 
(5) The undertaker must, at its own expense, deliver to BPC as soon as reasonably practicable after their production on a non-reliance basis copies in an electronic 

format of all survey and ground investigation reports carried out in respect of BPC's property under the powers conferred by article 23 or the powers conferred by section 
11(3) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order, which reports BPC may use and provide to others (on a non-reliance basis) free of cost in connection with works and 
operations at the Port. 

Streets, access and public rights of way 

56.—(1) The undertaker must not in carrying out any works or exercising the powers conferred by this Order cause pedestrian or vehicular access to or across any of 
BPC's property (including access for cargo operations but excluding access over the Court House Farm terminable access) to be interfered with or obstructed, other than 
with the consent of BPC, not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed, or, if the carrying out of works or exercising the powers relate to a dock public road, unless the 
undertaker has first consulted with BPC. 

(2) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under— 
(a) article 13(1) (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) in respect of or so as to affect the Marsh Lane track other than by prior agreement with BPC 

such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions; 
(b) article 13(1) in respect of or so as to affect any dock public road unless it has first consulted with BPC; or 
(c) article 13(2) in respect of or so as to affect any private street on any part of BPC's property. 

(2) With the exception of the locations specified in columns (1) and (2) of Schedule 7 and shown on sheet 5 of the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan as 
AW5.1 (access from the highway known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, north of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) and AW5.3 (access from the highway 
known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, south of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) the undertaker must not pursuant to any powers in this Order carry out 
any works to create or improve any means of access affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property or any other part of BPC's property or any 
dock public road. 

(3) In carrying out any access works, the undertaker must not so far as reasonably practicable interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe use by other 
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traffic of any street or interfere with street furniture, signage and lighting masts. 
(2) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 15(1) (temporary stopping up of streets and public 

rights of way) in respect of: 
(a) the Marsh Lane track (except to the extent permitted by article 15(5)) or any other private street; or 
(b) Royal Portbury Dock Road without BPC's consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable 

conditions. 
(4) Despite any provision in this Order, the undertaker must not, except with the agreement of BPC, exercise any power under article 15 or article 46 to use or to 

authorise the use of any private street or any dock public road or any public right of way on BPC’s property as a temporary working site or as a parking place. 
(5) The undertaker must exercise the power granted to it under paragraph (5) of article 15 to stop up public rights of way LA8/67/10 and LA/8/68/10 to the extent 

specified in column (3) of Part 2 of Schedule 5 (Bridleways and footpaths to be temporarily suspended for which no substitute is to be provided during suspension), 
throughout the period of operation or use of the Lodway Farm construction compound to be constructed as Work No. 17 and the temporary construction compound 
located under the M5 Avonmouth Bridge. 

(6) Despite any other provision of this Order, no part of Work No. 16 or Work No. 18 (including the right of way to be to be constructed by the undertaker 
pursuant to article 16(3) and described in Part 2 of Schedule 6 (Bridleways, cycle tracks and footpaths) as a bridleway between points B1 and B2 shown on 
Sheet 5 of the new highways plan) is or will become open for use by any person or a public right of way or other highway except with the agreement of BPC. 

(7) Despite paragraphs (1) and (2) of article 19— 
(a) any street constructed under this Order on BPC's property; and 
(b) the altered or diverted part of any street altered or diverted under this Order on BPC's property 

must be maintained by and at the expense of the relevant highway authority at all times from its  completion. 
(8) If the undertaker acquires, whether compulsorily or by agreement, any of BPC's property within the Order limits, or any right or interest in or over such property, 

which property is subject to a public right of way, from the date of the acquisition of the relevant land, right or interest or from the date of entry onto the land by the 
undertaker under section 11(1) of the 1965 Act (power of entry), whichever is the earlier, any liability or responsibility of BPC to the relevant highway authority for or 
in respect of the maintenance of that public right of way is extinguished and that public right of way shall after that date instead be maintained by and at the expense of 
the relevant highway authority. 

(9) Without limitation on the scope of any other provision in this Part if any damage to any public right of way on BPC's property is caused in the exercise of any 
powers under this Order or by carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, any works under this Order, the undertaker must make good such damage and 
pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC may be put by reason of any such damage.  

(10) The undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 13, article 15 or article 46 (traffic regulation) over or in respect of any part of BPC’s property or any 
dock public road after completion of construction of the authorised development. 
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Acquisition and use of land 

57. The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by— 
(a) article 24 (compulsory acquisition of land); 
(b) article 27 (compulsory acquisition of rights or imposition of covenants); 
(c) article 28 (private rights over land subject to compulsory acquisition or temporary possession); 
(d) article 29 (power to override easements and other rights); 
(e) article 31 (acquisition of subsoil or air-space only); 
(f) article 32 (rights under or over streets); 
(g) article 34 (temporary use of land for the purpose of maintaining the authorised development); or 
(h) article 37 (statutory undertakers and electronic communication code network operators), or section 271 (extinguishment of rights of statutory 

undertakers: preliminary notices) of the 1990 Act , 
over, in respect of or so as to affect any of BPC's property or the Marsh Lane track land or the highway access land unless the exercise of such powers is 
with the consent of BPC.  
58.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by section 271 (extinguishment of rights of statutory undertakers: preliminary notices) of the 1990 Act 

in relation to any rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights land. 
(2) If the undertaker acquires any interest in the railway rights land, whether compulsorily or by agreement, no rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights 

land so acquired must be extinguished. 

Use of land and execution, maintenance and use of the authorised development 

59. Despite any provision in this Order or anything shown on the land plan, the undertaker must not except with the agreement of BPC— 
(a) exercise any powers of temporary possession over or in respect of the Marsh Lane track land or the rail link land or parcels [5/75,] 5/103 and 5/170; 
(b) exercise any powers of temporary possession over or in respect of parcel 5/75 or (if and to the extent they form part of BPC's property) parcel 5/85 or parcel 5/86 

unless BPC fails, on request by the undertaker, to make available for exercise by the undertaker in substitution for the exercise of the relevant powers temporary 
rights of access over other land which are sufficient (whether alone or in conjunction with the exercise by the undertaker of other powers under this Order) to 
enable the undertaker to gain access in connection with the construction of the authorised development, with such vehicles, plant and equipment as may be 
necessary, from access point AW5.3 shown on the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan to the accommodation bridge (and associated walls, 
embankments and structures) on land adjacent to parcel 05/86 and to the culvert, watercourse and head wall situated on land adjacent to parcel 05/85; or 

(c) (other than any construction access rights which may be authorised by or pursuant to the terms of this Order over the Marsh Lane track or parcel 05/75), exercise 
any construction access rights over BPC’s property or otherwise use any part of BPC’s property for the purpose of gaining access to any part of the authorised 
development or to any other land or in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development. 
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60.—(1) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must at its cost and expense procure that surveys are carried out to a specification approved by 
BPC (acting reasonably) to show the condition of any land of which temporary possession is taken under article 33 (together with all associated structures) before the 
undertaker’s use of it begins and after that use ends.  

(2) The undertaker must promptly after receipt of reasonable demand by BPC and at the undertaker's cost and expense make good any and all damage and wear and 
tear caused to any part of BPC’s property which is used by the undertaker in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development where in 
BPC's reasonable opinion the rectification of such damage, wear or tear is necessary in the interests of safety or security. 

(3) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must permit BPC to inspect the execution of all works of rectification being carried out under this 
paragraph in order to ensure compliance by the undertaker with the requirements of this paragraph. 
61.—(1) The undertaker must present to BPC not less than three months before the intended date of commencing construction the draft programme for the execution 

of each part of the authorised development on BPC’s property. 
(2) The undertaker must consult with BPC in relation to the draft programme and must present its final programme for the execution of the authorised development 

on BPC’s property to BPC not less than four weeks before the intended date of commencing construction. 
(3) The undertaker must not enter on or take temporary possession of any part of BPC’s property unless it has served at least 14 days' written notice on BPC of its 

intended entry onto that part. 
(4) In this paragraph "intended date of commencing construction" means the first date on which the undertaker wishes to commence construction of any part of the 

authorised development on, under or over any part of BPC’s property, including carrying out any preparatory activities. 
(5) In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property and in the commencement and execution of the authorised 

development on BPC’s property the undertaker must— 
(a) proceed diligently with the works affecting each part of BPC’s property; and 
(b) notify BPC in writing of the completion of the relevant part of the authorised development affecting each part of BPC’s property within fourteen days of its 

completion. 
(6) In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property the undertaker must not— 

(a) except with the agreement of BPC, provide or authorise the provision of car parking or storage (for materials or other items) facilities on any part of BPC's 
property other than within Work No. 16A;  

(b) demolish or remove any buildings; 
(c) except as BPC agrees, construct or carry out on BPC's property any works comprising fencing, any mitigation works, ground or rock stability, geotechnical or 

strengthening works other than works which are of a temporary nature.  
(7) In addition to and without limitation on the scope of the undertaker's other obligations under this Order (including those in article 33(4) and Schedule 2), before 

giving up possession of any part of BPC's property in respect of which any powers of temporary possession have been exercised the undertaker must remove any works 
constructed in contravention of sub-paragraph (6) or paragraph [62]. 

Works 
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62. Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the certified documents except as BPC may agree— 
(a) no part of Work No. 14 or any ancillary works associated with Work No. 14 must be constructed or maintained on parcel 04/55; and 

(b) other than works of a temporary nature, no ancillary works associated with any relevant works or with Work No. 1A or Work No. 1B must be constructed or 
maintained upon, across, under or over BPC's property outside the limits of deviation or the extent of work (as the case may be) applicable to the work shown 
on the works plans. 

63.—(1) The undertaker must before commencing construction of any specified work supply to BPC proper and sufficient plans of that work for BPC's approval and 
the specified work must not be commenced or executed except in accordance with such plans as have been approved in writing by BPC.  

(2) Subject to sub-paragraph (3), BPC's approval under sub-paragraph (1) must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable 
conditions. 

(3) BPC’s approval to plans must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable conditions,— 
(a) in respect of all or any of Work No. 1C and Work No. 19, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise and, following design development, are broadly 

consistent with the works shown on [reference relevant drawings in DCO doc ref 2.7 Disused Railway engineering plans GRIP4 Minor Civils]; and 
(b) in respect of Work No. 16C, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise only work necessary to renew the level crossing in modern equivalent form. 

(4) Where under sub-paragraph (2) or (3) BPC's approval to plans submitted by the undertaker under sub-paragraph (1) cannot be unreasonably withheld or delayed 
if by the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the date on which such plans have been supplied to BPC, BPC has not intimated disapproval of those plans and the 
grounds of disapproval the undertaker may serve upon BPC written notice requiring BPC to intimate approval or disapproval within a further period of 28 days beginning 
with the date upon which BPC receives written notice from the undertaker. If by expiry of the further period of 28 days BPC has not intimated approval or disapproval, 
BPC is deemed to have approved the plans as submitted. 

(5) When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1), BPC may specify any protective works (whether temporary or permanent) which in BPC's 
opinion should be carried out before the commencement of the construction of a specified work to ensure the safety or stability of BPC's property or the continuation of 
safe and efficient operation of the Port (including the Port’s railway) and such protective works as may be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be constructed 
by BPC but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such protective works must be carried out by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable 
dispatch, and the undertaker must not commence the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that the protective works have been 
completed to BPC's reasonable  satisfaction. 

(6) When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1) in relation to Work No. 18, BPC may specify any environmental protection works which in 
BPC's reasonable opinion should be implemented before the commencement of, or during, the construction of Work No. 18 and such environmental protection works 
as may be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be implemented by BPC but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such environmental protection 
works must be implemented by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable dispatch, and except to the extent BPC may agree the undertaker must not commence 
the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that any and all relevant environmental protection works have been implemented to BPC's 
reasonable satisfaction.  
64.—(1) Any specified work and any protective works (and any environmental protection works connected with Work No. 18) to be constructed or implemented by 

virtue of paragraph [63(5) or 63(6)] must, when commenced, be constructed and implemented with all reasonable dispatch in accordance with the plans approved or 
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deemed to have been approved under paragraph [63]— 
(a) under BPC's supervision (where appropriate and if given) and to BPC's reasonable satisfaction; 
(b) in such manner as to cause as little damage as is possible to BPC's property; and 
(c) so far as is reasonably practicable, so as not to interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe and efficient operation of the Port (including use of the 

Port’s railway or the traffic on it). 
(2) If any damage to BPC's property or any such interference or obstruction is caused by the carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, a specified work, 

the undertaker must, regardless of any approval described in paragraph [63](1), make good such damage and pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC may be 
put and compensation for any loss which it may sustain by reason of any such damage, interference or obstruction. 

(3) Nothing in this Part of this Schedule imposes— 
(a) any liability on the undertaker with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of BPC or its servants, contractors or agents; or 
(b) any liability on BPC with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of the undertaker or its servants, contractors or  agents. 

65. The undertaker must— 
(a) at all times afford reasonable facilities to BPC's representative (or to a person nominated by BPC's representative) for access to a specified work during its 

construction; and 
(b) supply BPC with all such information as BPC's representative may reasonably require with regard to a specified work or the method of constructing it. 

66. BPC must at all times afford reasonable facilities to the undertaker and its agents for access to any works carried out by BPC under this Part during their construction 
and must supply the undertaker with such information as it may reasonably require with regard to such works or the method of constructing them. 
67.—(1) If any permanent or temporary alterations or additions to BPC's property, or any protective works under paragraph [63(5)], are reasonably necessary during 

the construction of a specified work, or during a period of 12 months after the opening for public use of any part of the authorised development that includes a specified 
work, in consequence of the construction of that  specified work, such alterations and additions may be carried out by BPC and if BPC gives to the undertaker reasonable 
notice of its intention to carry out such alterations or additions, the undertaker must pay to BPC all costs reasonably and properly incurred in constructing those alterations 
or additions including, in respect of any such alterations and additions as are to be permanent, a capitalised sum representing the increase of the costs which may be 
expected to be reasonably incurred by BPC in maintaining, working and, when necessary, renewing any such alterations or additions. 

(2) If the cost of maintaining, working or renewing BPC's property is reduced in consequence of any such alterations or additions a capitalised sum representing such 
saving must be set off against-any sum payable by the undertaker to BPC under this paragraph. 
68. The undertaker must repay to BPC all fees, costs, charges and expenses reasonably and properly incurred by BPC— 

(a) in constructing any protective works under the provisions of paragraph [63(5)] and in implementing any environmental protection works under the provisions 
of paragraph [63(6)] including, in respect of any permanent protective works or permanent environmental protection works, a capitalised sum representing the 
cost of maintaining and renewing those works; 

(b) in respect of the  approval by BPC's representative of plans submitted by the undertaker and the supervision by BPC of the construction of a specified work and 
otherwise in connection with the implementation of the provisions of this Part; 
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(c) in respect of the employment or procurement of the services of any persons whom it is reasonably necessary to appoint for inspecting, watching and lighting 
BPC's property (including the Port's railway) and for preventing, so far as may be reasonably practicable, interference, obstruction, danger or accident arising 
from the construction or failure of a specified work; and 

(d) in respect of any additional temporary lighting of BPC's  property in the vicinity of the specified works, being lighting made reasonably necessary by reason or 
consequence of the construction or failure of a specified work. 

69. If at any time after the completion of a specified work BPC gives notice to the undertaker informing it that the state of maintenance of any part of the specified 
work appears to be such as adversely affects the operation or use of any of BPC's property (including the Port's railway) in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory 
undertaking, the undertaker must, on receipt of such notice, take such steps as may be reasonably necessary to put that specified work in such state of maintenance as 
not adversely to affect such property. 
70. Any additional expenses which BPC may reasonably incur in altering, reconstructing, working, or maintaining under any powers existing at the making of this 

Order any of BPC's property in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory undertaking by reason of the existence of a specified work, provided that 56 days’ previous 
notice of the commencement of such alteration, reconstruction, working or maintenance has been given to the undertaker, are to be repaid by the undertaker to BPC. 
71.—(1) The undertaker must pay to BPC all costs, charges, damages and expenses not otherwise provided for in this Part (but subject to article 41 (no double recovery)) 

which may be occasioned to or reasonably and properly incurred by BPC — 
(a) by reason of the construction, working, maintenance of a specified work or the failure of such a work; or 
(b) by reason of any act or omission of the undertaker or of any person in its employ or of its contractors or others whilst engaged upon a specified work; 

and the undertaker must indemnify BPC from and against all costs, claims and demands arising out of or in connection with a specified work or any such failure, act or 
omission; and the fact that any act or thing may have been done BPC on behalf of the undertaker or in accordance with plans approved by BPC or in accordance with 
any requirement of BPC's representative or under the supervision of BPC's representative (or any person nominated by BPC's representative) will not (if it was done 
without negligence on the part of BPC or of any person in its employ or of its contractors or agents) excuse the undertaker from any liability under the provisions of 
this sub-paragraph. 

(2) BPC must give the undertaker reasonable notice of any such claim or demand made by a third party as soon as reasonably practicable after BPC becomes aware 
of it and must make no settlement or compromise of such a claim or demand in excess of £10,000 without the prior consent of the undertaker (such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed). 
72. BPC must, on receipt of a request from the undertaker, from time to time provide free of charge with written estimates of the costs, charges, expenses and other 

liabilities for which the undertaker is or will become liable under this Part and with such information as may reasonably enable the undertaker to assess the reasonableness 
of any such estimate or claim made or to be made under this Part. 
73. In the assessment of any sums payable to BPC under this Part there must not be taken into account any increase in the sums claimed that is attributable to any 

action taken by or any agreement entered into by BPC if that action or agreement was not reasonably necessary and was taken or entered into with a view to obtaining 
the payment of those sums by the undertaker under this Part or increasing the sums so payable. 

BPC’s apparatus 
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74.—(1) Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the land plan— 
(a) the undertaker must not acquire any of BPC's apparatus other than by agreement; 
(b) any right of BPC to maintain any of BPC's apparatus in land must not be extinguished other than with BPC's agreement; and 
(c) the undertaker must not alter, divert, remove, replace, reposition, relocate or repair any of BPC’s apparatus other than with BPC’s consent (not to be unreasonably 

withheld or delayed in respect of any specified work). 
(2) In this paragraph "BPC’s apparatus" means all and any gas, oil and water pipes, water tanks, cisterns, drains and drainage works, sewers, pumps, electric and 

communication wires, cables and plant, ducts, conduits, governors, transformers, meters and any other service media, surface water interceptors (and whether in all 
cases for drainage, gas, oil, water, electricity, telephone, television, data and information transmission or any other service) on BPC’s property. 

The Port's railway 

75. For the purpose of this Order— 
(a) no part of the Port's railway is, or will become by virtue of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, existing operational railway or operational 

railway; and 
(b) no part of BPC's property or of any other land over which the Port's railway is located (whether or not that land is owned by BPC) is, or will become by virtue 

of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, operational railway land or currently operational railway land or form part of the railway authorised 
by this Order to which article 39 (operation and use of railways) applies. 

76. Despite any provision of this Order and any power which may be conferred on, or from time to time be vested in, the undertaker or Network Rail or any 
other person pursuant to this Order or otherwise, the railway authorised by this Order must not be constructed, maintained, altered, used or operated by the 
undertaker or Network Rail or any other person in a manner which would or might cause the number of train paths available to be insufficient to enable the 
passage between the Port's railway and all other parts of the national rail network of 20 freight trains daily per calendar year in each direction. 

Trees and other vegetation 

77. Despite any provision in this Order and anything shown on the certified documents, in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, 
maintenance and operation of the authorised development the undertaker must not— 

(a) plant new or replacement trees, hedges, hedgerows, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed; or 

(b) remove, cut back, fell or lop, prune or reduce in any way any other hedge, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC’s property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, 
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

General 

78. The undertaker must in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, maintenance and operation of the authorised development secure 
compliance with and implementation of: 
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(a) the form of protocol (if any) agreed between BPC and the undertaker relating to the regulation on property owned by BPC of construction operations and 
activities in connection with the authorised development; and 

(b) all and any applicable conditions attached to any relevant consent, agreement or approval given by BPC for the purpose of this Part. 
79. Article 49 (procedure in relation to further approvals, etc) will not apply in relation to any consent, agreement or approval from BPC required under this Order. 
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Appendix 2:  

Applicant's mark-up of the Port's proposed protective provisions 
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PART 5 
Protection for First Corporate Shipping Limited 

80. The provisions of this Part have effect unless otherwise agreed in writing between the undertaker and BPC. 
81.—(1) In this Part— 

"access works" means works— 
(a) on, over or under or otherwise affecting a private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, including the kerbs, splitter islands, footways, verges and 
carriageway of such street and any road markings, signing, signals, and other street furniture; 
(b) to alter, modify, improve, create or provide any means of access (whether temporary or otherwise) on or across BPC's property or to or from any private street 
or any other part of BPC’s property or to or from any dock public road; 
(c) to alter the layout of any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; and 
(d) to position or install plant or equipment on or over any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works under article 13 (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) or article 17 
(access to works) in respect of or affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; 
"ancillary works" means embankments, earthworks, retaining structures or works, planting, landscaping or other mitigation, fencing and all other works falling 
within the descriptions of the further associated development set out in paragraphs (a) to (x) (inclusive) of Schedule 1; 
"BPC" means First Corporate Shipping Limited (registered company number 2542406), trading as The Bristol Port Company, being the statutory harbour authority 
and competent harbour authority for the Port; 
"BPC's property" means the whole and each of every part of all the leasehold and freehold land and rights and the benefit of all covenants, owned by or vested in 
BPC at Avonmouth, Chittening and Portbury— 
(a) upon, across, under, over or in respect of or affecting which any powers conferred by this Order may be exercised; or 
(b) upon, across, under or over which there is situated anything over or in respect of which any such powers may be exercised, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, the Port's railway and any private street but does not include the Court House Farm terminable 
access; 
"BPC's representative" means the person appointed by BPC from time to time to be its representative for the purposes of this Order; 
"certified documents" means any and all of the plans and documents certified by the Secretary of State for the purpose of this Order; 
"construction" includes execution, placing, alteration and reconstruction and "construct" and "constructed" have corresponding meanings; 
"construction access rights" means any and all powers conferred on the undertaker by this Order to exercise temporary powers of access over any land with or 
without vehicles, plant and equipment including, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any ancillary powers to remove buildings and vegetation from 
that land and to construct works for the purpose of providing a means of access; 
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"Court House Farm easement" means a Deed of Grant of Easement dated 4 September 2017 made between Network Rail and First Corporate Shipping Limited t/a 
The Bristol Port Company; 
"Court House Farm terminable access" means the existing crossing at grade over the disused Portishead Branch Line which is described in the Court House Farm 
easement; 
"dock public road" means each of the streets known as Marsh Lane, Royal Portbury Dock Road (including the roundabout at its junction with Portbury Way and 
Gordano Way), Redland Avenue, Gordano Way, Garonor Way and Portbury Way to the extent that it is maintainable highway; 
"drainage works" means works— 
(a) to create, alter or remove any culvert or other crossing over, under or affecting any watercourse or drainage ditch on, over or under BPC’s property or which 
drains water to or from BPC's property; and 
(b) to make any opening or connection into any watercourse belonging to or to lay down, take up or alter any pipes for that purpose; 
"environmental protection works" means measures reasonably required to be carried out on or in respect of Work No. 18 to protect the scrub environment and 
water bodies established and managed by BPC; 
"highway access land" means any and all of parcels 5/30, 5/61, 5/62, 5/65 and 5/70; 
"landscaping works" means— 
(a) removing, cutting back, felling, lopping, pruning or reducing in any way any hedge, hedgerow, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC's property; and 
(b) planting new or replacement hedges, hedgerows, trees, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works on BPC's property under article 43 (felling or lopping of trees) or article 44 (hedgerows); 
"maintainable highway" has the same meaning as in section 86(1) of the 1991 Act; 
"Marsh Lane track" means the private street referred to in Schedule 3 and there described as Access Road to the M5 Avonmouth Bridge east of Marsh Lane, 
Easton-in-Gordano; 
"Marsh Lane track land" means any and all of parcels 5/25, 5/95, 5/100, 5/105, 5/106, 5/112 and 5/113 and that part of parcel 5/28 which lies to the east of 
an imaginary line projected in a northerly direction across the disused railway at 126 miles 78 chains and includes the Marsh Lane track; 
"plans" includes sections, elevations, designs and design data, drawings, calculations, specifications, programmes, method statements, assessments of risk relating 
to the construction, carrying out, maintenance and, where appropriate, removal of any work; 
"Port" means the port and harbour of Bristol; 
"Port’s railway" means the railway owned by BPC leading from Portbury Junction, Pill to the Royal Portbury Dock; 
"powers of temporary possession" means the powers conferred by article 33 (temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised development); 
"preparatory activities" means ecological mitigation works, archaeological investigations, boreholes, intrusive surveys, environmental surveys and monitoring, 
other investigations for the purpose of assessing ground conditions or the receipt and erection of construction plant and equipment, utility diversions or ground 
clearance works but excluding any such activities carried out under article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) 
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(powers of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property; 
"private street" means any street on BPC’s property which is not a maintainable highway; 
"rail link land" means any and all of parcels 5/104, 5/107, 5/108, 5/165, 5/171, 6/25 and 6/55; 
"railway rights land" means any and all of parcels 5/95, 5/100, 5/105, 5/122, 5/137, 5/140, 5/141, 6/10, 6/15, 6/20,  6/55, 6/60 and 6/80; 
"relevant works" means that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway and Works Nos. 14,  14A, 14B, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; 
 
"specified work" means— 
(a) that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway; 
(b)  the whole of Work Nos. 14, 14A, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; and 
(c) all access works, drainage works and landscaping works; and 
(d(c) so much of all other parts of the authorised development and of any works to be carried out under the powers conferred by article 33 as is situated 
upon, across, under, over or within 5 metres of BPC's property, including all environmental mitigation and restoration measures; 

(3) In this Part— 
(a) references to the undertaker include references to any person to or in which any or all of the benefit of the provisions of this Order and any related statutory 

powers are transferred or are vested pursuant to any provision of this Order and any person which may by virtue of any agreement made pursuant to article 11 
(agreements with Network Rail) whether alone or jointly with another exercise any or all of the powers contained in this Order; 

(b) references to numbered parcels are to the parcels of land so numbered in the book of reference; 
(c) references to a requirement to consult include that consultation must take place in good faith and in a timely manner with the provision of all reasonably necessary 

information and so that the party concerned must act reasonably in taking into account the reasonable comments made by the other party in response; and 
(d) references to BPC’s consent, agreement or approval are to BPC’s prior consent, agreement or approval given in writing. 

82. (1) Subject as set out in sub paragraph (2), nothing  in this Order affects— 
(a) any right of BPC to use the Court House Farm terminable access; or 
(b) the provisions of the Court House Farm easement or any other agreement relating to the Court House Farm terminable access 

and accordingly the following provisions of this Part of this Schedule do not apply as regards the Court House Farm terminable access. 
(2) Despite anything contained in the Court House Farm easement or any other agreement relating to the Court House Farm terminable access, BPC's 

rights to use the Court House Farm terminable access under and in accordance with the Court House Farm easement or such other agreement must not 
terminate or cease to be exercisable before the date which is fifteen months after the approval date, and the Court House Farm easement and any such other 
agreement are modified accordingly. 

(3) In sub paragraph (2), the "approval date" is the first date on which each of the Full Council of North Somerset Council, the West of England Joint 
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Committee, the West of England Combined Authority Committee and The Secretary of State for Transport has confirmed in writing its approval under the 
Department for Transport WebTAG technical process for the appraisal of major transport schemes of the Full Business Case and the Final Approval 
Business Case in relation to the MetroWest Phase 1 proposals, including the authorised development. 
83. The undertaker must give written notice to BPC if any application is proposed to be made by the undertaker for the Secretary of State’s consent under article 10 

(consent to transfer of benefit of order) and any such notice must be given no later than 28 days before any such application is made and must describe or give (as 
appropriate)— 

(d) the nature of the application to be made; 
(e) the extent of the geographical area to which the application relates; and 
(f) the name and address of the person acting for the Secretary of State to whom the application is to be made. 

84.—(1) No agreement made under article 11 (agreements with Network Rail) may authorise or permit the exercise by Network Rail, or by the undertaker, or by 
Network Rail and the undertaker jointly, of any powers and rights of Network Rail and the undertaker (as the case may be) under any BPC contract or affecting any of 
BPC's property. 

(4) In sub-paragraph (1), "BPC contract" means all and any contracts, licences, easements and other agreements, permissions and consents to which BPC is a party or 
of which it has the benefit. 

Watercourses and drainage 

85.—(1) No part of any impounded dock at the Port is included within the definition of "watercourse" for any purpose of this Order. 
(5) The undertaker must not without BPC’s consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions) 

create any new discharges for water into any watercourse belonging to or used by BPC. 
(6) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (2), any consent given by BPC under this paragraph— 

(c) may be given subject to reasonable conditions as to the quantities of water permitted to be discharged and as to the duration of any use of the relevant watercourse 
by the undertaker; and 

(d) does not obviate the need for the undertaker to obtain any further consents required in relation to the activity concerned. 
(7) In the exercise of any power under article 22 (discharge of water), the undertaker must not damage or interfere with the bed or banks of any watercourse in, on, 

over or under BPC’s property. 

Surveys 

86.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) (powers 
of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property— 

(d) outside the Order limits except to the extent that BPC agrees for the purpose of carrying out non-intrusive surveys, investigations and monitoring only; 
(e) other than to the extent that the exercise of such powers is necessary in connection with carrying out the authorised development; and 
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(f) other than by prior agreement with BPC on each and every occasion, such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject 
to reasonable conditions, and on at least 14 days’ notice. 

(2) When requesting BPC’s agreement to access under sub-paragraph (1) the undertaker must provide to BPC full details of the property to which access is requested, 
the activities proposed (including risk assessments and method statements and intended duration of the activities), the identity of the persons who would undertake them 
and any apparatus that might be left on the affected property. 

(3) BPC is, without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1)(c)— 
(a)(a) entitled to refuse access as requested by the undertaker on any occasion for operational reasons, in which case BPC must act reasonably and without delay in 
seeking to offer alternative arrangements; and 

(b) (b) entitled as a condition of its agreement on any occasion to require the production of evidence of the existence of adequate insurance with insurers of repute, 
the proceeds of which will be available to cover all liability, costs, claims, expenses and demands which may arise as a result of that access.  
(4) The undertaker must remove any equipment left on, over or under BPC’s property as soon as reasonably possible after completion of the relevant surveys and 

investigations. 
(5) The undertaker must, at its own expense, deliver to BPC as soon as reasonably practicable after their production on a non-reliance basis copies in an electronic 

format of all survey and ground investigation reports carried out in respect of BPC's property under the powers conferred by article 23 or the powers conferred by section 
11(3) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order, which reports BPC may use and provide to others (on a non-reliance basis) free of cost in connection with works and 
operations at the Port. 

Streets, access and public rights of way 

87.—(1) The undertaker must not in carrying out any works or exercising the powers conferred by this Order cause pedestrian or vehicular access to or across any of 
BPC's property (including access for cargo operations but excluding access over the Court House Farm terminable access) to be interfered with or obstructed, other than 
with the consent of BPC, not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed, or, if the carrying out of works or exercising the powers relate to a dock public road, unless the 
undertaker has first consulted with BPC. 
 
 
(2)(1) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under— 

(a) article 13(1) (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) in respect of or so as to affect the Marsh Lane track other than by prior agreement with BPC 
such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions; 

(b)  article 13(1) in respect of or so as to affect any dock public road unless it has first consulted with BPC; or 
(c) article 13(2) in respect of or so as to affect any private street on any part of BPC's property. 

(2) With the exception of the locations specified in columns (1) and (2) of Schedule 7 and shown on sheet 5 of the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan as 
AW5.1 (access from the highway known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, north of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) and AW5.3 (access from the highway 
known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, south of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) the undertaker must not pursuant to any powers in this Order carry out 
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any works to create or improve any means of access affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property or any other part of BPC's property or any 
dock public road. 

(3) In carrying out any access works, the undertaker must not so far as reasonably practicable interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe use by other 
traffic of any street or interfere with street furniture, signage and lighting masts. 

(4) (2)Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 15(1) (temporary stopping up of streets and 
public rights of way) in respect of: 

(a)(a) the Marsh Lane track (except to the extent permitted by article 15(5)) or any other private street; or 
(b)(b) Royal Portbury Dock Road without BPC's consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable 
conditions. 

 
(5) (4)Despite any provision in this Order, the undertaker must not, except with the agreement of BPC, exercise any power under article 15 or article 46 to use or to 

authorise the use of any private street or any dock public road or any public right of way on BPC’s property as a temporary working site or as a parking place. 
(6) (5)The undertaker must exercise the power granted to it under paragraph (5) of article 15 to stop up public rights of way LA8/67/10 and LA/8/68/10 to the extent 

specified in column (3) of Part 2 of Schedule 5 (Bridleways and footpaths to be temporarily suspended for which no substitute is to be provided during suspension), 
throughout the period of operation or use of the Lodway Farm construction compound to be constructed as Work No. 17 and the temporary construction compound 
located under the M5 Avonmouth Bridge. 

(6) Despite any other provision of this Order, no part of Work No. 16 or Work No. 18 (including the right of way to be to be constructed by the 
undertaker pursuant to article 16(3) and described in Part 2 of Schedule 6 (Bridleways, cycle tracks and footpaths) as a bridleway between points B1 and B2 
shown on Sheet 5 of the new highways plan) is or will become open for use by any person or a public right of way or other highway except with the 
agreement of BPC. 

(7) Despite paragraphs (1) and (2) of article 19— 
(a)(a) any street constructed under this Order on BPC's property; and 
(b)(b) the altered or diverted part of any street altered or diverted under this Order on BPC's property 

must be maintained by and at the expense of the relevant highway authority at all times from its  completion. 
 
(8) If the undertaker acquires, whether compulsorily or by agreement, any of BPC's property within the Order limits, or any right or interest in or over such property, 

which property is subject to a public right of way, from the date of the acquisition of the relevant land, right or interest or from the date of entry onto the land by the 
undertaker under section 11(1) of the 1965 Act (power of entry), whichever is the earlier, any liability or responsibility of BPC to the relevant highway authority for or 
in respect of the maintenance of that public right of way is extinguished and that public right of way shall after that date instead be maintained by and at the expense of 
the relevant highway authority. 

(9) Without limitation on the scope of any other provision in this Part if any damage to any public right of way on BPC's property is caused in the exercise of any 
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powers under this Order or by carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, any works under this Order, the undertaker must make good such damage and 
pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC may be put by reason of any such damage.  

(10) The undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 13, article 15 or article 46 (traffic regulation) over or in respect of any part of BPC’s property or any 
dock public road after completion of construction of the authorised development. 

Acquisition and use of land 

  
57.  The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by  

(a) article 24 (compulsory acquisition of land); 
(b) article 27 (compulsory acquisition of rights or imposition of covenants); 
(c) article 28 (private rights over land subject to compulsory acquisition or temporary possession); 
(d) article 29 (power to override easements and other rights); 
(e) article 31 (acquisition of subsoil or air space only); 
(f) article 32 (rights under or over streets); 
(g) article 34 (temporary use of land for the purpose of maintaining the authorised development); or 
(h) article 37 (statutory undertakers and electronic communication code network operators), or section 271 (extinguishment of rights of statutory 

undertakers: preliminary notices) of the 1990 Act , 
over, in respect of or so as to affect any of BPC's property or the Marsh Lane track land or the highway access land unless the exercise of such powers is 
with the consent of BPC.  
88.58.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by section 271 (extinguishment of rights of statutory undertakers: preliminary notices) of the 1990 

Act in relation to any rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights land. 
(3) If the undertaker acquires any interest in the railway rights land, whether compulsorily or by agreement, no rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights 

land so acquired must be extinguished. 

Use of land and execution, maintenance and use of the authorised development 

59. 58.—(1)  Despite any provision in this Order or anything shown on the land plan, the undertaker must not except with the agreement of BPC— 
(a) exercise any powers of temporary possession over or in respect of the Marsh Lane track land or the rail link land or parcels [5/75,] 5/103 and 5/170; 

(b)(a) exercise any powers of temporary possession over or in respect of parcel 5/75 or (if and to the extent they form part of BPC's property) parcel 5/85 or parcel 5/86 
unless BPC fails, on within 14 days of a request by the undertaker, to make available for exercise by the undertaker in substitution for the exercise of the relevant 
powers temporary rights of access over other land which are sufficient (whether alone or in conjunction with the exercise by the undertaker of other powers under this 
Order) to enable the undertaker to gain access in connection with the construction of the authorised development, with such vehicles, plant and equipment as may be 
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necessary, from access point AW5.3 shown on the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan to the accommodation bridge (and associated walls, embankments 
and structures) on land adjacent to parcel 05/86 and to the culvert, watercourse and head wall situated on land adjacent to parcel 05/85; or 
(c) (b) (other than any construction access rights which may be authorised by or pursuant to the terms of this Order over the Marsh Lane track or parcel 05/75parcels 
05/75, 05/103, 05/104, 05/107, 05/108, 05/165, 05/171 06/25, any part of 05/112 that is not part of the Marsh Lane Access Track, or over bridleways and footpaths 
that are open to the public), exercise any construction access rights over BPC’s property or otherwise use any part of BPC’s property for the purpose of gaining access 
to any part of the authorised development or to any other land or in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development. 
 
60.59. —(1) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must at its cost and expense procure that surveys are carried out to a specification 
approved by BPC (acting reasonably) to show the condition of any land of which temporary possession is taken under article 33 (together with all associated 
structures) before the undertaker’s use of it begins and after that use ends.  
(2)(2) The undertaker must promptly after receipt of reasonable demand by BPC and at the undertaker's cost and expense make good any and all damage and wear 
and tear caused to any part of BPC’s property which is used by the undertaker in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development 
where in BPC's reasonable opinion the rectification of such damage, wear or tear is necessary in the interests of safety or security. 
(3)(3) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must permit BPC to inspect the execution of all works of rectification being carried out under 
this paragraph in order to ensure compliance by the undertaker with the requirements of this paragraph. 

61.60.—(1) The undertaker must present to BPC not less than three months before the intended date of commencing construction the draft programme for the execution of 
each part of the authorised development on BPC’s property. 

(8) The undertaker must consult with BPC in relation to the draft programme and must present its final programme for the execution of the authorised development 
on BPC’s property to BPC not less than four weeks before the intended date of commencing construction. 

(9) The undertaker must not enter on or take temporary possession of any part of BPC’s property unless it has served at least 14 days' written notice on BPC of its 
intended entry onto that part. 

(10) In this paragraph "intended date of commencing construction" means the first date on which the undertaker wishes to commence construction of any part of the 
authorised development on, under or over any part of BPC’s property, including carrying out any preparatory activities. 

(11) In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property and in the commencement and execution of the authorised 
development on BPC’s property the undertaker must— 

(a) proceed diligently with the works affecting each part of BPC’s property; and 
(b) notify BPC in writing of the completion of the relevant part of the authorised development affecting each part of BPC’s property within fourteen days of its 

completion. 
(12) (6)In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property the undertaker must not— 

(a) except with the agreement of BPC, provide or authorise the provision of car parking or storage (for materials or other items) facilities on any part of BPC's 
property other than within Work No. 16A;  
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(b) demolish or remove any buildings; or 
(c) except as BPC agrees, construct or carry out on BPC's property any works comprising fencing, any mitigation works, ground or rock stability, geotechnical or 

strengthening works other than works which are of a temporary nature. 
(7)(7) In addition to and without limitation on the scope of the undertaker's other obligations under this Order (including those in article 33(4) and Schedule 2), 
before giving up possession of any part of BPC's property in respect of which any powers of temporary possession have been exercised the undertaker must remove 
any works constructed in contravention of sub-paragraph (6) or paragraph [62]. 

Works 

62.61. Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the certified documents except as BPC may agree— 
(c) no part of Work No. 14 or any ancillary works associated with Work No. 14 must be constructed or maintained on parcel 04/55; and 

(d) other than works of a temporary nature, no ancillary works associated with any relevant works or with Work No. 1A or Work No. 1B must be constructed or 
maintained upon, across, under or over BPC's property outside the limits of deviation or the extent of work (as the case may be) applicable to the work shown 
on the works plans.of which only temporary possession is taken under this Order. 

 
63. (1) 62—(1) The undertaker must before commencing construction of any specified work supply to BPC proper and sufficient plans of that work for BPC's approval 
and the specified work must not be commenced or executed except in accordance with such plans as have been approved in writing by BPC.  

(7) Subject to sub-paragraph (3), BPC's approval under sub-paragraph (1) must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable 
conditions. 

(8) BPC’s approval to plans must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable conditions, conditions— 
(a)(a) in respect of all or any of Work No. 1C and Work No. 19on BPC Property, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise and, following design development, 
are broadly consistent with the works shown on [reference relevant drawings in DCO doc ref 2.7 Disused Railway engineering plans GRIP4 Minor Civils]; 
anddrawings W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000305,  W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000330 and W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000331;  
 (b) in respect of Work No. 19 if and in so far as the proposed works comprise and, following design development, are broadly consistent with the Bridleway 
Extension Under the Elevated M5 Plan, and 
(b)(c) in respect of Work No. 16C, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise only work necessary to renew the level crossing in modern equivalent form.   
 

(4)(3) Where under sub-paragraph (2) or (3) BPC's approval to plans submitted by the undertaker under sub-paragraph (1) cannot be unreasonably withheld or delayed if 
by the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the date on which such plans have been supplied to BPC, BPC has not intimated disapproval of those plans and the 
grounds of disapproval the undertaker may serve upon BPC written notice requiring BPC to intimate approval or disapproval within a further period of 28 days beginning 
with the date upon which BPC receives written notice from the undertaker. If by expiry of the further period of 28 days BPC has not intimated approval or disapproval, 
BPC is deemed to have approved the plans as submitted. 
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(9) (5)When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1), BPC may specify any protective works (whether temporary or permanent) which in BPC's 
opinion should be carried out before the commencement of the construction of a specified work to ensure the safety or stability of BPC's property or the continuation of 
safe and efficient operation of the Port (including the Port’s railway) and such protective works as may be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be constructed 
by BPC but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such protective works must be carried out by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable 
dispatch, and the undertaker must not commence the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that the protective works have been 
completed to BPC's reasonable  satisfaction. 

(10) (6)When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1) in relation to Work No. 18, BPC may specify any environmental protection works which 
in BPC's reasonable opinion should be implemented before the commencement of, or during, the construction of Work No. 18 and such environmental protection works 
as may be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be implemented by BPC but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such environmental protection 
works must be implemented by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable dispatch, and except to the extent BPC may agree the undertaker must not commence 
the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that any and all relevant environmental protection works have been implemented to BPC's 
reasonable satisfaction.  
 

63.—(1) Any specified work and any protective works (and any environmental protection works connected with Work No. 18) to be constructed or implemented by virtue 
of paragraph [63(560 (4) or 63(660(5)] must, when commenced, be constructed and implemented with all reasonable dispatch in accordance with the plans approved or 
deemed to have been approved under paragraph [63]64. 60]— 

(a) under BPC's supervision (where appropriate and if given) and to BPC's reasonable satisfaction; 
(b) in such manner as to cause as little damage as is possible to BPC's property; and 
(c) so far as is reasonably practicable, so as not to interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe and efficient operation of the Port (including use of the 

Port’s railway or the traffic on it). 
(2) If any damage to BPC's property or any such interference or obstruction is caused by the carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, a specified work, 

the undertaker must, regardless of any approval described in paragraph [63](160](1), make good such damage and pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC 
may be put and compensation for any loss which it may sustain by reason of any such damage, interference or obstruction. 

(3) Nothing in this Part of this Schedule imposes— 
(a) any liability on the undertaker with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of BPC or its servants, contractors or agents; or 
(b) any liability on BPC with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of the undertaker or its servants, contractors or  agents. 

64. The undertaker must— 
(c) at all times afford reasonable facilities to BPC's representative (or to a person nominated by BPC's representative) for access to a specified work during its 

construction; and 
(d) supply BPC with all such information as BPC's representative may reasonably require with regard to a specified work or the method of constructing it. 

66.65. BPC must at all times afford reasonable facilities to the undertaker and its agents for access to any works carried out by BPC under this Part during their 
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construction and must supply the undertaker with such information as it may reasonably require with regard to such works or the method of constructing them. 

67.66.—(1) If any permanent or temporary alterations or additions to BPC's property, or any protective works under paragraph [63(5[60(3)], are reasonably necessary 
during the construction of a specified work, or during a period of 12 months after the opening for public use of any part of the authorised development that includes a 
specified work, in consequence of the construction of that  specified work, such alterations and additions may be carried out by BPC and if BPC gives to the undertaker 
reasonable notice of its intention to carry out such alterations or additions, the undertaker must pay to BPC all costs reasonably and properly incurred in constructing those 
alterations or additions including, in respect of any such alterations and additions as are to be permanent, a capitalised sum representing the increase of the costs which 
may be expected to be reasonably incurred by BPC in maintaining, working and, when necessary, renewing any such alterations or additions. 

(2) If the cost of maintaining, working or renewing BPC's property is reduced in consequence of any such alterations or additions a capitalised sum representing such 
saving must be set off against-any sum payable by the undertaker to BPC under this paragraph. 

68.69. The undertaker must repay to BPC all fees, costs, charges and expenses reasonably and properly incurred by BPC— 
(e) in constructing any protective works under the provisions of paragraph [63(5)] and in implementing any environmental protection works under the provisions 

of paragraph [63(6[60(3)] including, in respect of any permanent protective works or permanent environmental protection works, a capitalised sum representing 
the cost of maintaining and renewing those works; 

(f) in respect of the  approval by BPC's representative 's approval of plans submitted by the undertaker and the supervision by BPC of the construction of a specified 
work and otherwise in connection with the implementation of the provisions of this Part; 

(g) in respect of the employment or procurement of the services of any persons whom it is reasonably necessary to appoint for inspecting, watching and lighting 
BPC's property (including the Port's railway) and for preventing, so far as may be reasonably practicable, interference, obstruction, danger or accident arising 
from the construction or failure of a specified work; and 

(h) in respect of any additional temporary lighting of BPC's  property in the vicinity of the specified works, being lighting made reasonably necessary by reason or 
consequence of the construction or failure of a specified work. 

69.70. If at any time after the completion of a specified work BPC gives notice to the undertaker informing it that the state of maintenance of any part of the specified 
work appears to be such as adversely affects the operation or use of any of BPC's property (including the Port's railway) in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory 
undertaking, the undertaker must, on receipt of such notice, take such steps as may be reasonably necessary to put that specified work in such state of maintenance as not 
to adversely to affect the operation or use of such property in that connection. 
70.71. Any additional expenses which BPC may reasonably incur in altering, reconstructing, working, or maintaining under any powers existing at the making of this 
Order any of BPC's property in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory undertaking by reason of the existence of a specified work, provided that 56 days’ previous 
notice of the commencement of such alteration, reconstruction, working or maintenance has been given to the undertaker, are to be repaid by the undertaker to BPC. 

71.72.—(1) The undertaker must pay to BPC all costs, charges, damages and expenses not otherwise provided for in this Part (but subject to article 41 (no double 
recovery)) which may be occasioned to or reasonably and properly incurred by BPC — 

(c) by reason of the construction, working, maintenance of a specified work or the failure of such a work; or 
(d) by reason of any act or omission of the undertaker or of any person in its employ or of its contractors or others whilst engaged upon a specified work; 
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and the undertaker must indemnify BPC from and against all costs, claims and demands arising out of or in connection with a specified work or any such failure, act or 
omission; and the fact that any act or thing may have been done BPC on behalf of the undertaker or in accordance with plans approved by BPC or in accordance with 
any requirement of BPC's representative or under the supervision of BPC's representative (or any person nominated by BPC's representative) 's supervision will not (if 
it was done without negligence on the part of BPC or of any person in its employ or of its contractors or agents) excuse the undertaker from any liability under the 
provisions of this sub-paragraph. 

(2) BPC must give the undertaker reasonable notice of any such claim or demand made by a third party as soon as reasonably practicable after BPC becomes aware 
of it and must make no settlement or compromise of such a claim or demand in excess of £10,000 without the prior consent of the undertaker (such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

72.73. BPC must, on receipt of a request from the undertaker, from time to time provide free of charge with written estimates of the costs, charges, expenses and other 
liabilities for which the undertaker is or will become liable under this Part and with such information as may reasonably enable the undertaker to assess the reasonableness 
of any such estimate or claim made or to be made under this Part. 

73.74. In the assessment of any sums payable to BPC under this Part there must not be taken into account any increase in the sums claimed that is attributable to any 
action taken by or any agreement entered into by BPC if that action or agreement was not reasonably necessary and was taken or entered into with a view to obtaining the 
payment of those sums by the undertaker under this Part or increasing the sums so payable. 

BPC’s apparatus 

74.75.—(1) Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the land plan— 
(d) the undertaker must not acquire any of BPC's apparatus other than by agreement; 
(e) any right of BPC to maintain any of BPC's apparatus in land must not be extinguished other than with BPC's agreement; and 
(f) the undertaker must not alter, divert, remove, replace, reposition, relocate or repair any of BPC’s apparatus other than with BPC’s consent (not to be unreasonably 

withheld or delayed in respect of any specified work). 
(2) In this paragraph "BPC’s apparatus" means all and any gas, oil and water pipes, water tanks, cisterns, drains and drainage works, sewers, pumps, electric and 

communication wires, cables and plant, ducts, conduits, governors, transformers, meters and any other service media, surface water interceptors (and whether in all 
cases for drainage, gas, oil, water, electricity, telephone, television, data and information transmission or any other service) on BPC’s property. 

The Port's railway 

75.76. For the purpose of this Order— 
(e) no part of the Port's railway is, or will become by virtue of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, existing operational railway or operational 

railway; and 
(f) no part of BPC's property or of any other land over which the Port's railway is located (whether or not that land is owned by BPC) is, or will become by virtue 

of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, operational railway land or currently operational railway land or form part of the railway authorised 
by this Order to which article 39 (operation and use of railways) applies. 
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76.  Despite any provision of this Order and any power which may be conferred on, or from time to time be vested in, the undertaker or Network 
Rail or any other person pursuant to this Order or otherwise, the railway authorised by this Order must not be constructed, maintained, altered, used or 
operated by the undertaker or Network Rail or any other person in a manner which would or might cause the number of train paths available to be 
insufficient to enable the passage between the Port's railway and all other parts of the national rail network of 20 freight trains daily per calendar year in 
each direction. 

Trees and other vegetation 

77.77.—(1) Despite any provision in this Order and anything shown on the certified documents, in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, 
maintenance and operation of the authorised development the undertaker must not— 

(c) plant new or replacement trees, hedges, hedgerows, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed; or 

(d) remove, cut back, fell or lop, prune or reduce in any way any other hedge, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC’s property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, 
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

 

General 

78.78. The undertaker must in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, maintenance and operation of the authorised development secure 
compliance with and implementation of:  

(a) the form of protocol (if any) agreed between BPC and the undertaker relating to the regulation on property owned by BPC of construction operations and 
activities in connection with the authorised development; and 

all and any applicable conditions attached to any relevant consent, agreement or approval given by BPC for the purpose of this Part. 

79.79. Article 49 (procedure in relation to further approvals, etc) will not apply in relation to any consent, agreement or approval from BPC required under this Order. 
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Appendix 3:  

Clean copy of the Port's Protective provisions as amended by the Applicant and included in the deadline 7 Draft Development Consent Order 
 

PART 5 
Protection for First Corporate Shipping Limited 

49. The provisions of this Part have effect unless otherwise agreed in writing between the undertaker and BPC. 
50.—(1) In this Part— 

"access works" means works— 
(a) on, over or under or otherwise affecting a private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, including the kerbs, splitter islands, footways, verges and 
carriageway of such street and any road markings, signing, signals, and other street furniture; 
(b) to alter, modify, improve, create or provide any means of access (whether temporary or otherwise) on or across BPC's property or to or from any private street 
or any other part of BPC’s property or to or from any dock public road; 
(c) to alter the layout of any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; and 
(d) to position or install plant or equipment on or over any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works under article 13 (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) or article 17 
(access to works) in respect of or affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property; 
"ancillary works" means embankments, earthworks, retaining structures or works, planting, landscaping or other mitigation, fencing and all other works falling 
within the descriptions of the further associated development set out in paragraphs (a) to (x) (inclusive) of Schedule 1; 
"BPC" means First Corporate Shipping Limited (registered company number 2542406), trading as The Bristol Port Company, being the statutory harbour authority 
and competent harbour authority for the Port; 
"BPC's property" means the whole and each of every part of all the leasehold and freehold land and rights and the benefit of all covenants, owned by or vested in 
BPC at Avonmouth, Chittening and Portbury— 
(a) upon, across, under, over or in respect of or affecting which any powers conferred by this Order may be exercised; or 
(b) upon, across, under or over which there is situated anything over or in respect of which any such powers may be exercised, 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, the Port's railway and any private street but does not include the Court House Farm terminable 
access; 
"BPC's representative" means the person appointed by BPC from time to time to be its representative for the purposes of this Order; 
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"certified documents" means any and all of the plans and documents certified by the Secretary of State for the purpose of this Order; 
"construction" includes execution, placing, alteration and reconstruction and "construct" and "constructed" have corresponding meanings; 
"construction access rights" means any and all powers conferred on the undertaker by this Order to exercise temporary powers of access over any land with or 
without vehicles, plant and equipment including, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any ancillary powers to remove buildings and vegetation from 
that land and to construct works for the purpose of providing a means of access; 
"Court House Farm easement" means a Deed of Grant of Easement dated 4 September 2017 made between Network Rail and First Corporate Shipping Limited t/a 
The Bristol Port Company; 
"Court House Farm terminable access" means the existing crossing at grade over the disused Portishead Branch Line which is described in the Court House Farm 
easement; 
"dock public road" means each of the streets known as Marsh Lane, Royal Portbury Dock Road (including the roundabout at its junction with Portbury Way and 
Gordano Way), Redland Avenue, Gordano Way, Garonor Way and Portbury Way to the extent that it is maintainable highway; 
"drainage works" means works— 
(a) to create, alter or remove any culvert or other crossing over, under or affecting any watercourse or drainage ditch on, over or under BPC’s property or which 
drains water to or from BPC's property; and 
(b) to make any opening or connection into any watercourse belonging to or to lay down, take up or alter any pipes for that purpose; 
"environmental protection works" means measures reasonably required to be carried out on or in respect of Work No. 18 to protect the scrub environment and 
water bodies established and managed by BPC; 
"highway access land" means any and all of parcels 5/30, 5/61, 5/62, 5/65 and 5/70; 
"landscaping works" means— 
(a) removing, cutting back, felling, lopping, pruning or reducing in any way any hedge, hedgerow, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC's property; and 
(b) planting new or replacement hedges, hedgerows, trees, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property 
and includes, without limitation on the scope of the foregoing, any works on BPC's property under article 43 (felling or lopping of trees) or article 44 (hedgerows); 
"maintainable highway" has the same meaning as in section 86(1) of the 1991 Act; 
"Marsh Lane track" means the private street referred to in Schedule 3 and there described as Access Road to the M5 Avonmouth Bridge east of Marsh Lane, 
Easton-in-Gordano; 
"plans" includes sections, elevations, designs and design data, drawings, calculations, specifications, programmes, method statements, assessments of risk relating 
to the construction, carrying out, maintenance and, where appropriate, removal of any work; 
"Port" means the port and harbour of Bristol; 
"Port’s railway" means the railway owned by BPC leading from Portbury Junction, Pill to the Royal Portbury Dock; 
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"powers of temporary possession" means the powers conferred by article 33 (temporary use of land for carrying out the authorised development); 
"preparatory activities" means ecological mitigation works, archaeological investigations, boreholes, intrusive surveys, environmental surveys and monitoring, 
other investigations for the purpose of assessing ground conditions or the receipt and erection of construction plant and equipment, utility diversions or ground 
clearance works but excluding any such activities carried out under article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) 
(powers of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property; 
"private street" means any street on BPC’s property which is not a maintainable highway; 
"railway rights land" means any and all of parcels 5/95, 5/100, 5/105, 5/122, 5/137, 5/140, 5/141, 6/10, 6/15, 6/20 6/55, 6/60 and 6/80; 
"relevant works" means that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway and Works Nos. 14,  14A, 14B, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; 
 
"specified work" means— 
(a) that part of Work 1C that is on the Port's railway; 
(b)  the whole of Work Nos. 14, 14A, 15, 16, 16A, 16C, 18, 19 and 20; and 
(c) so much of all other parts of the authorised development and of any works to be carried out under the powers conferred by article 33 as is situated upon, across, 
under, over or within 5 metres of BPC's property, including all environmental mitigation and restoration measures; 

(2) In this Part— 
(a) references to the undertaker include references to any person to or in which any or all of the benefit of the provisions of this Order and any related statutory 

powers are transferred or are vested pursuant to any provision of this Order and any person which may by virtue of any agreement made pursuant to article 11 
(agreements with Network Rail) whether alone or jointly with another exercise any or all of the powers contained in this Order; 

(b) references to numbered parcels are to the parcels of land so numbered in the book of reference; 
(c) references to a requirement to consult include that consultation must take place in good faith and in a timely manner with the provision of all reasonably necessary 

information and so that the party concerned must act reasonably in taking into account the reasonable comments made by the other party in response; and 
(d) references to BPC’s consent, agreement or approval are to BPC’s prior consent, agreement or approval given in writing. 

51. Nothing in this Order affects— 
(a) any right of BPC to use the Court House Farm terminable access; or 
(b) the provisions of the Court House Farm easement or any other agreement relating to the Court House Farm terminable access 

and accordingly the following provisions of this Part of this Schedule do not apply as regards the Court House Farm terminable access. 
52. The undertaker must give written notice to BPC if any application is proposed to be made by the undertaker for the Secretary of State’s consent under article 10 

(consent to transfer of benefit of order) and any such notice must be given no later than 28 days before any such application is made and must describe or give (as 
appropriate)— 
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(a) the nature of the application to be made; 
(b) the extent of the geographical area to which the application relates; and 
(c) the name and address of the person acting for the Secretary of State to whom the application is to be made. 

53.—(1) No agreement made under article 11 (agreements with Network Rail) may authorise or permit the exercise by Network Rail, or by the undertaker, or by 
Network Rail and the undertaker jointly, of any powers and rights of Network Rail and the undertaker (as the case may be) under any BPC contract or affecting any of 
BPC's property. 

(2) In sub-paragraph (1), "BPC contract" means all and any contracts, licences, easements and other agreements, permissions and consents to which BPC is a party or of 
which it has the benefit. 

Watercourses and drainage 

54.—(1) No part of any impounded dock at the Port is included within the definition of "watercourse" for any purpose of this Order. 
(2) The undertaker must not without BPC’s consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions) 

create any new discharges for water into any watercourse belonging to or used by BPC. 
(3) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (2), any consent given by BPC under this paragraph— 

(a) may be given subject to reasonable conditions as to the quantities of water permitted to be discharged and as to the duration of any use of the relevant watercourse 
by the undertaker; and 

(b) does not obviate the need for the undertaker to obtain any further consents required in relation to the activity concerned. 
(4) In the exercise of any power under article 22 (discharge of water), the undertaker must not damage or interfere with the bed or banks of any watercourse in, on, 

over or under BPC’s property. 

Surveys 

55.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by article 23 (authority to survey and investigate land) or the powers conferred by section 11(3) (powers 
of entry) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order in respect of any of BPC's property— 

(a) outside the Order limits except to the extent that BPC agrees for the purpose of carrying out non-intrusive surveys, investigations and monitoring only; 
(b) other than to the extent that the exercise of such powers is necessary in connection with carrying out the authorised development; and 
(c) other than by prior agreement with BPC on each and every occasion, such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject 

to reasonable conditions, and on at least 14 days’ notice. 
(2) When requesting BPC’s agreement to access under sub-paragraph (1) the undertaker must provide to BPC full details of the property to which access is requested, the 

activities proposed (including risk assessments and method statements and intended duration of the activities), the identity of the persons who would undertake them 
and any apparatus that might be left on the affected property. 

(3) BPC is, without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1)(c)— 
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(a) entitled to refuse access as requested by the undertaker on any occasion for operational reasons, in which case BPC must act reasonably and without delay in 
seeking to offer alternative arrangements; and 

 (b) entitled as a condition of its agreement on any occasion to require the production of evidence of the existence of adequate insurance with insurers of repute, the 
proceeds of which will be available to cover all liability, costs, claims, expenses and demands which may arise as a result of that access.  
(4) The undertaker must remove any equipment left on, over or under BPC’s property as soon as reasonably possible after completion of the relevant surveys and 

investigations. 
(5) The undertaker must, at its own expense, deliver to BPC as soon as reasonably practicable after their production on a non-reliance basis copies in an electronic 

format of all survey and ground investigation reports carried out in respect of BPC's property under the powers conferred by article 23 or the powers conferred by section 
11(3) of the 1965 Act as applied by this Order, which reports BPC may use and provide to others (on a non-reliance basis) free of cost in connection with works and 
operations at the Port. 

Streets, access and public rights of way 

56.—(1) The undertaker must not in carrying out any works or exercising the powers conferred by this Order cause pedestrian or vehicular access to or across any of 
BPC's property (including access for cargo operations but excluding access over the Court House Farm terminable access) to be interfered with or obstructed, other than 
with the consent of BPC, not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed, or, if the carrying out of works or exercising the powers relate to a dock public road, unless the 
undertaker has first consulted with BPC. 
 
 
(1) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under— 

(a) article 13(1) (street works and power to alter layout etc., of streets) in respect of or so as to affect the Marsh Lane track other than by prior agreement with BPC 
such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable conditions; 

(b)  article 13(1) in respect of or so as to affect any dock public road unless it has first consulted with BPC; or 
(c) article 13(2) in respect of or so as to affect any private street on any part of BPC's property. 

(2) With the exception of the locations specified in columns (1) and (2) of Schedule 7 and shown on sheet 5 of the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan as 
AW5.1 (access from the highway known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, north of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) and AW5.3 (access from the highway 
known as Marsh Lane, Easton in Gordano, south of the disused Portishead Branch railway line) the undertaker must not pursuant to any powers in this Order carry out 
any works to create or improve any means of access affecting any private street or any public right of way on BPC's property or any other part of BPC's property or any 
dock public road. 

(3) In carrying out any access works, the undertaker must not so far as reasonably practicable interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe use by other 
traffic of any street or interfere with street furniture, signage and lighting masts. 

(4) Without limitation on the scope of sub-paragraph (1), the undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 15(1) (temporary stopping up of streets and public 
rights of way) in respect of: 
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(a) the Marsh Lane track (except to the extent permitted by article 15(5)) or any other private street; or 
(b) Royal Portbury Dock Road without BPC's consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed but which may be given subject to reasonable 
conditions. 

 
(5) Despite any provision in this Order, the undertaker must not, except with the agreement of BPC, exercise any power under article 15 or article 46 to use or to 

authorise the use of any private street or any dock public road or any public right of way on BPC’s property as a temporary working site or as a parking place. 
(6) The undertaker must exercise the power granted to it under paragraph (5) of article 15 to stop up public rights of way LA8/67/10 and LA/8/68/10 to the extent 

specified in column (3) of Part 2 of Schedule 5 (Bridleways and footpaths to be temporarily suspended for which no substitute is to be provided during suspension), 
throughout the period of operation or use of the Lodway Farm construction compound to be constructed as Work No. 17 and the temporary construction compound 
located under the M5 Avonmouth Bridge. 

(7) Despite paragraphs (1) and (2) of article 19— 
(a) any street constructed under this Order on BPC's property; and 
(b) the altered or diverted part of any street altered or diverted under this Order on BPC's property 

must be maintained by and at the expense of the relevant highway authority at all times from its  completion. 
 
(8) If the undertaker acquires, whether compulsorily or by agreement, any of BPC's property within the Order limits, or any right or interest in or over such property, 

which property is subject to a public right of way, from the date of the acquisition of the relevant land, right or interest or from the date of entry onto the land by the 
undertaker under section 11(1) of the 1965 Act (power of entry), whichever is the earlier, any liability or responsibility of BPC to the relevant highway authority for or 
in respect of the maintenance of that public right of way is extinguished and that public right of way shall after that date instead be maintained by and at the expense of 
the relevant highway authority. 

(9) Without limitation on the scope of any other provision in this Part if any damage to any public right of way on BPC's property is caused in the exercise of any 
powers under this Order or by carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, any works under this Order, the undertaker must make good such damage and 
pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC may be put by reason of any such damage.  

(10) The undertaker must not exercise any powers under article 13, article 15 or article 46 (traffic regulation) over or in respect of any part of BPC’s property or any 
dock public road after completion of construction of the authorised development. 

Acquisition and use of land 

  
57.—(1) The undertaker must not exercise the powers conferred by section 271 (extinguishment of rights of statutory undertakers: preliminary notices) of the 1990 Act 

in relation to any rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights land. 
(2) If the undertaker acquires any interest in the railway rights land, whether compulsorily or by agreement, no rights of BPC over or in respect of the railway rights land so 
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acquired must be extinguished. 

Use of land and execution, maintenance and use of the authorised development 

 58.—(1)  Despite any provision in this Order or anything shown on the land plan, the undertaker must not except with the agreement of BPC— 
(a) exercise any powers of temporary possession over or in respect of parcel 5/75 or (if and to the extent they form part of BPC's property) parcel 5/85 or parcel 5/86 
unless BPC fails, within 14 days of a request by the undertaker, to make available for exercise by the undertaker in substitution for the exercise of the relevant powers 
temporary rights of access over other land which are sufficient (whether alone or in conjunction with the exercise by the undertaker of other powers under this Order) 
to enable the undertaker to gain access in connection with the construction of the authorised development, with such vehicles, plant and equipment as may be 
necessary, from access point AW5.3 shown on the compounds, haul roads and access to works plan to the accommodation bridge (and associated walls, embankments 
and structures) on land adjacent to parcel 05/86 and to the culvert, watercourse and head wall situated on land adjacent to parcel 05/85; or 
 (b) (other than any construction access rights which may be authorised by or pursuant to the terms of this Order over the Marsh Lane track or parcels 05/75, 
05/103, 05/104, 05/107, 05/108, 05/165, 05/171 06/25, any part of 05/112 that is not part of the Marsh Lane Access Track, or over bridleways and footpaths that are 
open to the public), exercise any construction access rights over BPC’s property or otherwise use any part of BPC’s property for the purpose of gaining access to any 
part of the authorised development or to any other land or in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development. 
 
59. —(1) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must at its cost and expense procure that surveys are carried out to a specification approved 
by BPC (acting reasonably) to show the condition of any land of which temporary possession is taken under article 33 (together with all associated structures) before 
the undertaker’s use of it begins and after that use ends.  
(2) The undertaker must promptly after receipt of reasonable demand by BPC and at the undertaker's cost and expense make good any and all damage and wear and 
tear caused to any part of BPC’s property which is used by the undertaker in connection with the construction or maintenance of the authorised development where in 
BPC's reasonable opinion the rectification of such damage, wear or tear is necessary in the interests of safety or security. 
(3) If required to do so by BPC (acting reasonably), the undertaker must permit BPC to inspect the execution of all works of rectification being carried out under this 
paragraph in order to ensure compliance by the undertaker with the requirements of this paragraph. 

60.—(1) The undertaker must present to BPC not less than three months before the intended date of commencing construction the draft programme for the execution of 
each part of the authorised development on BPC’s property. 
(2) The undertaker must consult with BPC in relation to the draft programme and must present its final programme for the execution of the authorised development on 

BPC’s property to BPC not less than four weeks before the intended date of commencing construction. 
(3) The undertaker must not enter on or take temporary possession of any part of BPC’s property unless it has served at least 14 days' written notice on BPC of its 

intended entry onto that part. 
(4) In this paragraph "intended date of commencing construction" means the first date on which the undertaker wishes to commence construction of any part of the 

authorised development on, under or over any part of BPC’s property, including carrying out any preparatory activities. 
(2) In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property and in the commencement and execution of the authorised development 
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on BPC’s property the undertaker must— 
(a) proceed diligently with the works affecting each part of BPC’s property; and 
(b) notify BPC in writing of the completion of the relevant part of the authorised development affecting each part of BPC’s property within fourteen days of its 

completion. 
(3) In the exercise of any powers of temporary possession in respect of any part of BPC’s property the undertaker must not— 

(a) except with the agreement of BPC, provide or authorise the provision of car parking or storage (for materials or other items) facilities on any part of BPC's 
property other than within Work No. 16A;  

(b) demolish or remove any buildings; or 
(c) except as BPC agrees, construct or carry out on BPC's property any works comprising fencing, any mitigation works, ground or rock stability, geotechnical or 

strengthening works other than works which are of a temporary nature. 
(4) In addition to and without limitation on the scope of the undertaker's other obligations under this Order (including those in article 33(4) and Schedule 2), before 
giving up possession of any part of BPC's property in respect of which any powers of temporary possession have been exercised the undertaker must remove any 
works constructed in contravention of sub-paragraph (6) or paragraph [62]. 

Works 

61. Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the certified documents except as BPC may agree— 
(a) no part of Work No. 14 or any ancillary works associated with Work No. 14 must be constructed or maintained on parcel 04/55; and 

(b) other than works of a temporary nature, no ancillary works associated with any relevant works or with Work No. 1A or Work No. 1B must be constructed or 
maintained upon, across, under or over BPC's property of which only temporary possession is taken under this Order. 

 
62—(1) The undertaker must before commencing construction of any specified work supply to BPC proper and sufficient plans of that work for BPC's approval and the 
specified work must not be commenced or executed except in accordance with such plans as have been approved in writing by BPC.  
(2) Subject to sub-paragraph (3), BPC's approval under sub-paragraph (1) must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable conditions. 

(3) BPC’s approval to plans must not be unreasonably withheld or delayed, but may be given subject to reasonable conditions— 
(a) in respect of all or any of Work No. 1C on BPC Property, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise and, following design development, are broadly 
consistent with the works shown on drawings W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000305,  W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000330 and W1097B-ARP-DRG-ECV-000331;  
 (b) in respect of Work No. 19 if and in so far as the proposed works comprise and, following design development, are broadly consistent with the Bridleway 
Extension Under the Elevated M5 Plan, and 
(c) in respect of Work No. 16C, if and in so far as the proposed works comprise only work necessary to renew the level crossing in modern equivalent form.   
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(4) Where under sub-paragraph (2) or (3) BPC's approval to plans submitted by the undertaker under sub-paragraph (1) cannot be unreasonably withheld or delayed 
if by the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the date on which such plans have been supplied to BPC, BPC has not intimated disapproval of those plans and 
the grounds of disapproval the undertaker may serve upon BPC written notice requiring BPC to intimate approval or disapproval within a further period of 28 days 
beginning with the date upon which BPC receives written notice from the undertaker. If by expiry of the further period of 28 days BPC has not intimated approval or 
disapproval, BPC is deemed to have approved the plans as submitted. 

(5) When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1), BPC may specify any protective works (whether temporary or permanent) which in BPC's opinion 
should be carried out before the commencement of the construction of a specified work to ensure the safety or stability of BPC's property or the continuation of safe and 
efficient operation of the Port (including the Port’s railway) and such protective works as may be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be constructed by BPC 
but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such protective works must be carried out by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable dispatch, 
and the undertaker must not commence the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that the protective works have been completed to 
BPC's reasonable  satisfaction. 

(6) When signifying approval of plans submitted under sub-paragraph (1) in relation to Work No. 18, BPC may specify any environmental protection works which in BPC's 
reasonable opinion should be implemented before the commencement of, or during, the construction of Work No. 18 and such environmental protection works as may 
be reasonably necessary for those purposes are to be implemented by BPC but at the expense of the undertaker, or if BPC so desires such environmental protection 
works must be implemented by the undertaker at its own expense with all reasonable dispatch, and except to the extent BPC may agree the undertaker must not commence 
the construction of the specified work until BPC has notified the undertaker that any and all relevant environmental protection works have been implemented to BPC's 
reasonable satisfaction.  
 

63.—(1) Any specified work and any protective works (and any environmental protection works connected with Work No. 18) to be constructed or implemented by virtue 
of paragraph [60 (4) or 60(5)] must, when commenced, be constructed and implemented with all reasonable dispatch in accordance with the plans approved or deemed to 
have been approved under paragraph [60]— 

(a) under BPC's supervision (where appropriate and if given) and to BPC's reasonable satisfaction; 
(b) in such manner as to cause as little damage as is possible to BPC's property; and 
(c) so far as is reasonably practicable, so as not to interfere with or obstruct the free, uninterrupted and safe and efficient operation of the Port (including use of the 

Port’s railway or the traffic on it). 
(2) If any damage to BPC's property or any such interference or obstruction is caused by the carrying out of, or in consequence of the construction of, a specified work, the 

undertaker must, regardless of any approval described in paragraph [60](1), make good such damage and pay to BPC all reasonable expenses to which BPC may be put 
and compensation for any loss which it may sustain by reason of any such damage, interference or obstruction. 

(3) Nothing in this Part of this Schedule imposes— 
(a) any liability on the undertaker with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of BPC or its servants, contractors or agents; or 
(b) any liability on BPC with respect to any damage, costs, expenses or loss attributable to the negligence of the undertaker or its servants, contractors or  agents. 

64. The undertaker must— 
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(a) at all times afford reasonable facilities to BPC's representative (or to a person nominated by BPC's representative) for access to a specified work during its 
construction; and 

(b) supply BPC with all such information as BPC's representative may reasonably require with regard to a specified work or the method of constructing it. 

65. BPC must at all times afford reasonable facilities to the undertaker and its agents for access to any works carried out by BPC under this Part during their construction 
and must supply the undertaker with such information as it may reasonably require with regard to such works or the method of constructing them. 

66.—(1) If any permanent or temporary alterations or additions to BPC's property, or any protective works under paragraph [60(3)], are reasonably necessary during the 
construction of a specified work, or during a period of 12 months after the opening for public use of any part of the authorised development that includes a specified work, 
in consequence of the construction of that  specified work, such alterations and additions may be carried out by BPC and if BPC gives to the undertaker reasonable notice 
of its intention to carry out such alterations or additions, the undertaker must pay to BPC all costs reasonably and properly incurred in constructing those alterations or 
additions including, in respect of any such alterations and additions as are to be permanent, a capitalised sum representing the increase of the costs which may be expected 
to be reasonably incurred by BPC in maintaining, working and, when necessary, renewing any such alterations or additions. 

(2) If the cost of maintaining, working or renewing BPC's property is reduced in consequence of any such alterations or additions a capitalised sum representing such 
saving must be set off against-any sum payable by the undertaker to BPC under this paragraph. 

67. The undertaker must repay to BPC all fees, costs, charges and expenses reasonably and properly incurred by BPC— 
(a) in constructing any protective works under the provisions of paragraph [60(3)] including, in respect of any permanent protective works, a capitalised sum 

representing the cost of maintaining and renewing those works; 
(b) in respect of BPC's representative's approval of plans submitted by the undertaker and the supervision by BPC of the construction of a specified work and 

otherwise in connection with the implementation of the provisions of this Part; 
(c) in respect of the employment or procurement of the services of any persons whom it is reasonably necessary to appoint for inspecting, watching and lighting 

BPC's property (including the Port's railway) and for preventing, so far as may be reasonably practicable, interference, obstruction, danger or accident arising 
from the construction or failure of a specified work; and 

(d) in respect of any additional temporary lighting of BPC's  property in the vicinity of the specified works, being lighting made reasonably necessary by reason or 
consequence of the construction or failure of a specified work. 

68. If at any time after the completion of a specified work BPC gives notice to the undertaker informing it that the state of maintenance of any part of the specified 
work appears to be such as adversely affects the operation or use of any of BPC's property (including the Port's railway) in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory 
undertaking, the undertaker must, on receipt of such notice, take such steps as may be reasonably necessary to put that specified work in such state of maintenance as 
not to adversely affect the operation or use of such property in that connection. 

69. Any additional expenses which BPC may reasonably incur in altering, reconstructing, working, or maintaining under any powers existing at the making of this Order 
any of BPC's property in connection with carrying on BPC's statutory undertaking by reason of the existence of a specified work, provided that 56 days’ previous notice of 
the commencement of such alteration, reconstruction, working or maintenance has been given to the undertaker, are to be repaid by the undertaker to BPC. 

70.—(1) The undertaker must pay to BPC all costs, charges, damages and expenses not otherwise provided for in this Part (but subject to article 41 (no double 
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recovery)) which may be occasioned to or reasonably and properly incurred by BPC — 
(a)by reason of the construction, working, maintenance of a specified work or the failure of such a work; or 
(b) by reason of any act or omission of the undertaker or of any person in its employ or of its contractors or others whilst engaged upon a specified work; 

and the undertaker must indemnify BPC from and against all costs, claims and demands arising out of or in connection with a specified work or any such failure, act or 
omission; and the fact that any act or thing may have been done BPC on behalf of the undertaker or in accordance with plans approved by BPC or in accordance with 
any requirement of BPC's representative or under BPC's representative's supervision will not (if it was done without negligence on the part of BPC or of any person in 
its employ or of its contractors or agents) excuse the undertaker from any liability under the provisions of this sub-paragraph. 

(2) BPC must give the undertaker reasonable notice of any such claim or demand made by a third party as soon as reasonably practicable after BPC becomes aware 
of it and must make no settlement or compromise of such a claim or demand in excess of £10,000 without the prior consent of the undertaker (such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed). 

71. BPC must, on receipt of a request from the undertaker, from time to time provide free of charge with written estimates of the costs, charges, expenses and other 
liabilities for which the undertaker is or will become liable under this Part and with such information as may reasonably enable the undertaker to assess the reasonableness 
of any such estimate or claim made or to be made under this Part. 

72. In the assessment of any sums payable to BPC under this Part there must not be taken into account any increase in the sums claimed that is attributable to any 
action taken by or any agreement entered into by BPC if that action or agreement was not reasonably necessary and was taken or entered into with a view to obtaining the 
payment of those sums by the undertaker under this Part or increasing the sums so payable. 

BPC’s apparatus 

73.—(1) Despite any provision of this Order or anything shown on the land plan— 
(a) the undertaker must not acquire any of BPC's apparatus other than by agreement; 
(b) any right of BPC to maintain any of BPC's apparatus in land must not be extinguished other than with BPC's agreement; and 
(c) the undertaker must not alter, divert, remove, replace, reposition, relocate or repair any of BPC’s apparatus other than with BPC’s consent (not to be unreasonably 

withheld or delayed in respect of any specified work). 
(2) In this paragraph "BPC’s apparatus" means all and any gas, oil and water pipes, water tanks, cisterns, drains and drainage works, sewers, pumps, electric and 

communication wires, cables and plant, ducts, conduits, governors, transformers, meters and any other service media, surface water interceptors (and whether in all 
cases for drainage, gas, oil, water, electricity, telephone, television, data and information transmission or any other service) on BPC’s property. 

The Port's railway 

74. For the purpose of this Order— 
(a) no part of the Port's railway is, or will become by virtue of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, existing operational railway or operational 

railway; and 
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(b) no part of BPC's property or of any other land over which the Port's railway is located (whether or not that land is owned by BPC) is, or will become by virtue 
of this Order or the execution of the authorised development, operational railway land or currently operational railway land or form part of the railway authorised 
by this Order to which article 39 (operation and use of railways) applies. 

Trees and other vegetation 

75.—(1) Despite any provision in this Order and anything shown on the certified documents, in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, 
maintenance and operation of the authorised development the undertaker must not— 

(a) plant new or replacement trees, hedges, hedgerows, shrubs or other vegetation on BPC's property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, such consent not to be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed; or 

(b) remove, cut back, fell or lop, prune or reduce in any way any other hedge, tree, shrub or other vegetation on BPC’s property otherwise than with BPC’s consent, 
such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

 

General 

76. The undertaker must in the exercise of any powers under this Order and in the construction, maintenance and operation of the authorised development secure 
compliance with and implementation of  all and any applicable conditions attached to any relevant consent, agreement or approval given by BPC for the purpose of 
this Part. 

77. Article 49 (procedure in relation to further approvals, etc) will not apply in relation to any consent, agreement or approval from BPC required under this Order. 
 

 



 

 

 
Appendix 4:  Applicant's response to 001337-D6-001 - Bristol Port Company -ISH 5 Action point 26: Note on behalf of First Corporate Shipping Limited 
trading as The Bristol Port Company (BPC) on the need for a surveys and repairs of the Marsh Lane track. 

 

  



















 

 

Appendix 5: Applicant's response to 001339-D6-001 - Note on behalf of First Corporate Shipping Limited 

trading as the Bristol Port Company (BPC) on BPC's oral case made at Compulsory Acquisition Hearing 2 on 3 March 2021. 

  



 

 





 

 

temporary possession, including matters such as the need for 
programming of works.    

NGET's project seeks to install new 400KV transmission cables 
through the heart of BPC's Royal Portbury Dock estate.  The 
Applicant seeks very small areas of freehold land  and: 

 

(a) has not agreed to not take plot 04/53 and 04/85,  

(b) has not agreed to work with the Port to ensure access is available 
over part of 05/50 with the Applicant requiring only the embankment 
of Marsh Lane to become part of the highway  (see Appendix 6). 

 

This means that the only areas of freehold acquisition are  for 

(a) Work No 16 – a new cycle path over existing scrub land, and  

 

(b) Work No 18 on the east side of the M5, through the Port's 
ecological area.   

 

The Applicant has told BPC that is  willing to deal with Work no 16 by 
way of licence and Work No 18 by way of deed of dedication.  

 

Any other freehold acquisition plots where BPC is scheduled as an 
owner are part of the highway. 

 

In terms of freehold acquisition therefore there is no comparison 
between the Applicant's proposals and the HPCC Order – and no 
serious detriment arises. In any event, it is assumed that NGET 
would not have agreed to protective provisions precluding them from 
exercising powers of compulsory acquisition in the absence of 
concluded agreements with the Port giving them the interests in land 



 

 

necessary for them to implement their project of national significance.  
The Applicant is seeking to enter into such agreements with the Port 
but until these are concluded it is necessary for the Applicant to 
retain powers of compulsory acquisition in order to ensure that the  
MetroWest scheme  can be constructed. 

 

The new rights over Plots 05/104, 05/165 and 05/171 together with 
06/25 and 06/55 sought relate to making sure the Port's railway can 
be slightly re-aligned and signalled so as to connect with the national 
rail network and can be seen to be at worst neutral and possibly even 
to the benefit of the Port rather than causing serious detriment.  

 

The remainder of the new rights sought will not cause serious 
detriment to BPC as they will be rights of access for the benefit of 
Network Rail's railway and  will provide for the better maintenance of 
the national rail network.  This is also be of benefit to reduce 
perturbation to the network  for FOCs and indirectly BPC. 

 

Any remaining rights relate to maintenance of culverts and other 
structures. In relation to plot 05/75 the Applicant is willing to be 
flexible in the routing of the right to be provided to Network Rail, but 
has taken the approach of indicating a route that is as close to the 
boundary as is possible for the intended vehicular use, save where 
the Applicant has sought to avoid removing existing trees at the 
entrance to Marsh Lane. 

 

The Applicant has also written to the Port to confirm that no existing 
access from the Port's land to Marsh Lane will be impacted.  See 
Appendix 6. 

 







 

 

To access, pass and repass and remain upon the land with or 
without vehicles, plant and machinery and for all purposes in 
connection with inspecting, reconstructing, maintaining, repairing, 
cleansing, clearing, refurbishing, replacing and removing, 

(a) an accommodation bridge and associated walls, embankments 
and structures; and  

(b) a culvert, watercourse and head wall 

9. The nature and purpose of the access actually required should also 
inform the extent of the land over which the right may be claimed.  
The current extent seems disproportionately large. given the more 
limited purpose for the access that has emerged, particularly the 
large area at the entrance to the access from Marsh Lane, and will 
reduce the developable area of the site.  The extent of the land 
required should also be revisited in the light of the change in the 
required purpose of the access, particularly its no longer being 
required as a construction haul road, and in the light of the vehicles 
that would actually need to use it.    

The area at Marsh lane was designed to avoid the need to remove a 
row of trees on the boundary of the Port's land.   

 

 

 

The Applicant has tracked a 7.5t Panel Van around 

the access point (in 05/75) and turning area (05/85) 

to set the parameters for the new right. The 







 

 

 
 

Appendix 6: Applicant's response to 001340-D6-001 Note on behalf of First Corporate Shipping Limited 

trading as the Bristol Port Company (BPC) on BPC's oral case made at Issue Specific Hearing 5 on 4 March 2021 

  















 

 

Appendix 7: letter to Bristol Port Company dated 14   April 2021 

 
 



 

www.n-somerset.gov.uk  
Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare, BS23 1UJ 

Date: 14 April 2021 
My ref: MetroWest Phase 1 
Your ref:  
Contact: James Willcock 
Telephone:  
Email:  

 
 
 
Mr John Chaplin 
Director of External Affairs & Special Projects 
The Bristol Port Company 
St.Andrew’s House 
St.Andrew’s Road 
Avonmouth 
Bristol BS11 9DQ 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
Place Directorate 
North Somerset Council 
Town Hall 
Weston-super-Mare 
BS23 1UJ 
 
DX 8411 Weston-super-Mare 

 

 
 

The Proposed Portishead Branch Line MetroWest Phase 1 Order 
Powers relating to land at Marsh Lane, and Royal Portbury Dock, Easton in Gordano 
 
I am writing to confirm some points that have been discussed in the DCO examination and in our 
meetings, relating to Marsh Lane. 
 
They deal with accesses to Bristol Port Company (BPC) land from the highway of Marsh Lane and with 
the use of the access track from Marsh Lane to the Port's level crossing underneath the M5 (Access 
Track), by BPC and statutory undertakers benefiting from rights over the Access Track. 
 
Marsh Lane accesses 
 
The Applicant has included Plots 05/30, 05/50 and 05/61 as lands for freehold acquisition in the land 
plans and book of reference submitted with the Order application.  Each forms an access to the 
highway of Marsh Lane from BPC land. 
 
The Applicant wishes to ensure that the Council as local highway authority has sufficient interest in land 
to carry out works to bridge approaches, and the relevant land parcels have been included in the Order 
for compulsory acquisition.  
 
Neither of the accesses to the south of the railway (Plots 05/50 and 05/61) are shown on the Applicant's 
permanent and temporary stopping up and diversion plan whilst being accesses to be closed.   
 
Whilst TS1 is shown on sheet 5 of that plan, this is intended to be used to close during the construction 
period, the existing bridleway only and not to impact on BPC's ability to access its land at this location 
(nor the ability for statutory undertakers to use TS1 for access).   
 
I can confirm therefore that: 
 
1. There is no intention to prevent BPC from accessing the highway from the lands fronting the 

highway at Plots 05/30, 05/50 and 05/61. 

2. To the extent that either articles 27 or 28 of the draft Development Consent Order may be seen 
to apply I can confirm, pursuant to article 28(7) of the draft Order that any rights or ability to 
access the highway that BPC may have over Plots 05/30, 05/50 and 05/61 would not be 
extinguished by virtue of article 28 and this letter can be used as confirmation of that. I can also 



 

www.n-somerset.gov.uk  
Town Hall, Weston-super-Mare, BS23 1UJ 

confirm that the power in Article 29 will not be used to extinguish BPC's access to the highway in 
any of the three plots.   

3. To the extent BPC  can access its land from Marsh Lane over plots 05/62, 05/65 or 05/70, I can 
confirm the Order powers will not be used to extinguish or override such rights the Port enjoys to 
do so. 

4. I would also note that under articles 28 and 29 the rights of statutory undertakers will not be 
extinguished by operation of those articles.   

Use of Marsh Lane access track 
Plot 05/30, 05/100, 05/103, 05/105, 05/107 and 05/112 form part of an access track used by BPC as 
well as being a public bridleway.  Statutory undertakers and Highways England also use the route for 
access. 
 
Whilst this route is to be a haul road for the MetroWest scheme, and will be temporarily closed as a 
public right of way, there is no intention for the Applicant to exercise temporary or other powers to 
restrict use of the route by other parties with private rights to use the access track.   There may be short 
interruptions whilst works are carried out such as surveys, repairs and the creation of a ramp to enable 
MetroWest construction traffic access onto the disused railway line close to where the disused railway 
passes under the M5.   We have previously provided a plan showing our proposals regarding the 
access track, and we anticipate we will issue a revised version of the plan in the next few days, 
following your feedback.  
 
This letter is provided to confirm that the powers of temporary possession to exclude BPC and any 
powers in the Order that might be available to prevent other parties from using the access track will not 
be exercised and the Applicant will exercise the powers under the Order to use the route as a haul road 
in common with BPC's ownership and the ability for other parties holding rights over the access road to 
continue to use the access road.  
 
Plot 05/95 
 
The Applicant's referencing suggests that part of Plot 05/95 forms the access route referred to above.  
Whilst this plot is scheduled in the Order for freehold acquisition, as it appears to be in the ownership of 
Highways England Company Limited and not Bristol Port Company, the Applicant can confirm it has no 
intention to restrict the use of this part of the access road by BPC and others authorised by BPC to use 
the access road if the title vests in the Applicant. 
 
Plots 04/53 and 04/85 
 
Both of these plots are indicated as being taken into the Applicant's freehold ownership as part of the 
compulsory acquisition process if the order is made.   
 
Plot 04/53 is a culvert head that has been fenced so as to be accessible from Network Rail's land but is 
within the Port's freehold.  I can confirm that the freehold acquisition of this culvert head is now not 
required and accordingly we will not pursue the freehold acquisition of this plot.   
 
In relation to plot 04/85, The Council will rely on the extent of the existing adopted highway in this plot 
and will not pursue the freehold acquisition of plot 04/85, on the basis that access onto the plot will be 
available to North Somerset Council as highway authority.   
 
 
 
 






